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Abstract

CONSTITUTIVELY EMBODIED EMOTIONS

by

Daniel Shargel

Adviser: Professor Jesse Prinz

My primary thesis is that emotions are partially constituted by bodily states. My view derives from the James-Lange tradition, but contrary to Neo-Jamesian theories, I claim that emotions are partially constituted by integrated peripheral bodily states and brain states, rather than bodily perceptions. This view may seem vulnerable to two obvious critiques: emotions, unlike bodily states, have intentional objects, and neuroscientists have already identified the neural basis of emotions, so there is no reason to look for constituents outside of the brain. I argue on the basis of social psychology research that emotions are not intentional states, since they do not influence thought and behavior in a manner that is specific to any purported objects or contents. In my discussion of intentionality I point to a number of factors that collectively give the impression that emotions have objects. Regarding the second critique, I argue that current research in affective neuroscience tells us much less than it seems to about the constituents of emotions. A great deal of confusion in that literature results from failure to carefully distinguish emotions from desires. I also illustrate different ways that positions on the embodiment of emotions influence interpretations of the empirical data.
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Chapter 1: The Emotional Effects of Bodily Perceptions

1.1 Introduction

Going back to William James (1922), the primary philosophical question about emotional phenomenology is whether it is exhausted by bodily perceptions. James (1992) took it as a datum, apparent through introspection, that bodily perceptions do exhaust emotional phenomenology. I will refer to this for convenience’s sake as James’ Premise. If you accept James’ Premise, and you also accept that emotions just are what we feel during emotional episodes, then it follows that emotions are bodily perceptions. I will refer to this as the perceptual view. However, if you deny one or both of those premises, then various other theoretical positions become available.

The prominence of James’ Premise has obscured a related consideration raised by his contemporary Carl Lange (1922). Lange (p. 66) says that,

As a matter of fact, it is not difficult to prove now, and by means of the most ordinary and well known experiences, that emotions may be induced by a variety of causes which are utterly independent of the disturbances of the mind, and that, on the other hand, they may be suppressed by pure physical means.

Lange (pp. 66-8) goes on to discuss some of the ways that bodily manipulation influences emotions, such as when we drink alcohol, take hallucinogenic drugs or have a cold shower. As he says, it is easy to think of more examples: e.g. the calming effect of taking deep breaths, or going on a morning run to reduce frustration throughout the day. I will refer to this claim, that one can

\[ \text{\ldots} \]

\[1 \text{ In fact, James and Lange each make both of these points, though James emphasizes the former, and Lange the latter.} \]
produce or suppress emotions by manipulating the bodily periphery\(^2\), as *Lange’s Premise*. According to Lange, the best explanation for these effects is that emotions are identical to peripheral states. I will refer to this as the *peripheral view*. The peripheral effects that Lange discusses are mediated by bodily perceptions, so Lange’s Premise can be construed as a claim about the causal effects of emotional phenomenology. In this chapter I will show that, construed in this manner, Lange’s Premise disrupts a wide range of theories, his own included.

Lange’s Premise is most conspicuously threatening to theories which identify emotions with judgments or judgment-like propositional attitudes, which include cognitivist theories in philosophy and some appraisal theories in psychology.\(^3\) It is difficult for these theories to explain why certain varieties of peripheral manipulations would produce emotional changes. James and his contemporary followers can provide a much more natural explanation. James and Lange agree that emotional phenomenology is exhausted by bodily perception, and bodily perception produces the psychological features that are distinctive of emotional episodes. They differ over whether bodily perceptions are the effects of emotions or are identical to them. It seems, therefore, that Lange’s Premise and James’ Premise together serve as evidence in favor of one of their views being correct, and other considerations altogether would be needed to choose between them.

\(^2\) Since the brain is part of the body, I will use the terms ‘bodily periphery’, ‘peripheral’, and ‘peripheral state’ in place of the more familiar ‘body’, ‘bodily’, and ‘bodily state’ when discussing the body beyond the brain. I will use ‘bodily perception’ to refer to perceptions of one’s own peripheral states.

In this chapter I will not discuss cognitivism or appraisal theory further, since chapter 3 will focus on undermining those theories. Instead, I will argue here that Lange’s Premise actually undermines the leading theories in the James-Lange tradition. I will propose a new theory of emotions which is inspired by Lange’s and informed by the problems that I identify.

In part 2 I will review some of the empirical evidence in support of Lange’s Premise. In part 3 I will develop critiques of the most prominent theories in the James-Lange tradition. I will begin by discussing the Neo-Jamesian theory developed by Jesse Prinz (2004), before turning to Lange’s own theory. Finally, in part 4 I will present a variant of Lange’s theory that I call the inter-systemic view, and argue that it is best suited to account for Lange’s Premise.

1.2 Lange’s Premise

When Lange claimed that it is possible to elicit or alter emotions by manipulating the body, his evidence consisted largely of personal observations and popular platitudes. However, today there is a diverse body of empirical research that backs up his point. In this section I will survey this evidence, before considering the implications for conventional theories of emotions.

1.2.1 Empirical Support

I will start with studies showing that peripheral manipulation produces emotional effects. Facial feedback effects are the most-researched method of peripheral manipulation. Strack et al. (1988) manipulated participants facial expressions by having them hold pencils in their mouths in two different ways - one that produced a smile, and another that produced a frown. The
participants, unaware that they were making these expressions, judged stories more amusing when smiling than when frowning. Soussignan (2002), attempting to replicate Strack et al.’s results, found that only Duchenne smiles (which involve orbicularis oculi eye muscles) produce emotional effects.

There is also significant evidence for other varieties of peripheral feedback. For example, Stepper and Strack (1993) demonstrated that posture influences expressions of pride, and furrowing of brow muscles influences subjective effort. Philippot et al. (2002) identified patterns of breathing that are distinctive of joy, anger, fear and sadness, and demonstrated that producing those breathing patterns is sufficient for inducing corresponding emotional responses. This is perhaps the most intuitive of all of these results, since folk psychology recommends using breathing patterns to cope with unwelcome emotional arousal.

Other evidence on peripheral effects is drawn from neuroscience. The insula, a brain region which receives input from the body, is typically active during emotional episodes, and is deeply interconnected with a set of brain areas that are involved in motivation (Craig 2009). A recent study by Berntson et al. (2011) found that patients with insula lesions reported less arousal in response to both positive and negative stimuli than normal participants, and reported weaker positive and negative reactions as well. Damage to the somatosensory cortex, which is involved in bodily perception, impairs visual recognition of different types of facial expressions (Adolphs et al. 2000).

This evidence, taken as a whole, supports two conclusions. First, the evidence from peripheral feedback studies, combined with the evidence about the role of the insula, suggest that bodily perception produces characteristically emotional motivational effects. Second, the
research on the roles of the insula and somatosensory cortex suggests that bodily perception plays a critical role in making us aware of our emotions. The former confirms Lange’s Premise, and the latter will also play a significant role in the theory evaluation to follow.

1.2.2 Peripheral Specificity

There are two main empirical challenges that both the perceptual and peripheral theories face. The first could be called peripheral specificity. If emotions are peripheral states, then each different type of emotion must correlate with a different type of peripheral state. The perceptual view also requires each type of emotion to correlate with a different type of peripheral state, since otherwise perceptions of those peripheral states will not themselves be distinct. On both views, there must be enough variation among the relevant peripheral states to explain the variation among emotions.

I will discuss the relevant research shortly, but first it is worth clarifying how emotions are individuated. The peripheral view states that every type of emotion is a type of peripheral state, but is it also committed to the view that every type of peripheral state is a type of emotion? If not, how do we distinguish emotions from other sorts of peripheral states? Similarly, does the perceptual view consider all bodily perceptions emotional states? If not, how do we distinguish emotions from other bodily perceptions?

I think the most charitable way of answering these questions is to focus on the functions of emotions. Theories in the James-Lange tradition deny that emotions are cognitive states which represent relations to one’s environment such as danger, loss, and contamination — relationships that Lazarus (1988) calls ‘core relational themes’. However, embodied theories can still assert
that the function of emotions is to help us cope effectively with themes, and that emotions are normally elicited by systems which have the function of detecting themes. In order to distinguish emotions from other similar states, we just need to determine whether a given type of peripheral state is normally elicited in response to some theme. If so, and only if so, those peripheral states, or the perceptions of those states, count as emotions. The peripheral states and bodily perceptions related to drives such as hunger and thirst would not qualify, since they have the function of maintaining some interior balance (the correct supply of energy or hydration) rather than helping us relate to some external condition.

Returning to the question of specificity, embodied theorists need to show that there is a one-to-one relationship between emotion types and peripheral state types. It would be a problem if there were two peripheral states for one emotion, or one peripheral state for two emotions. However, if there seems to be a mismatch, it is difficult to tell whether we should reject the theory, or if we should alter our method for individuating emotion-types. Imagine that fear correlated with two quite different peripheral state types, or that jealousy and anger had the same peripheral correlates. It is open to the theorist to propose that fear comes in two distinct varieties, or that jealousy and anger are not intrinsically different. In order to settle this kind of issue we need to have an independent grip on how to individuate emotions. This problem is not entirely intractable, but approaches to individuation in the literature are currently so diverse and contradictory that no solution is immediately at hand.

I will now turn to the empirical evidence. The peripheral states that embodied theories address are governed by the peripheral nervous system (PNS). The PNS is divided into the autonomic nervous system (ANS) and the somatic nervous system (SNS). The SNS governs the
types of muscles that we can voluntarily control. This system is responsible for our facial expressions, vocalizations, level of muscle tension, and coordinated bodily movements such as walking, all of which change in characteristic ways during emotional episodes.

The ANS governs the level and manner of bodily arousal. Sympathetic changes increase arousal and parasympathetic changes decrease it, though arousal is not an entirely unified phenomenon (Folkow 2000). A state of arousal will increase some combination of heart rate, perspiration, blood flow to various parts of the body, and visceral activity, and each of these changes occur during certain emotional episodes (Kreibig 2010). As I mentioned earlier, there are two branches of the PNS: the ANS and the SNS. James-Lange theorists do not need to demonstrate autonomic specificity (a one-to-one relationship between emotion types and autonomic state types) or somatic specificity (the same, but with somatic state types). It is fine in principle for two emotions to correlate with the same autonomic state as long as they correlate with different somatic states, and vice versa. However, research on peripheral specificity has tended to focus on one system or the other, so I will discuss them in turn.

The most prominent proponent of somatic specificity is Paul Ekman, who argues that there are universal facial expressions that correlate with basic emotions. Ekman (Ekman and Friesen 1971) found that all participants, including those who had not been exposed to western civilization, associated the same facial expressions with the same emotions. Specifically, this holds for the six emotions - fear, anger, sadness, joy, disgust and surprise - that he argued are basic.

The standard critique of Ekman is that he used a forced choice paradigm (Russell 1994). He got his results by giving participants a limited set of emotion-types to choose from, and
results are much more varied when participants are free to use whatever words they like to describe facial expressions. However, as Prinz (2004) argues, it is suggestive that even a forced choice paradigm was able to find any culturally invariant correlations between facial expressions and emotions. The perceptual theorist is not committed to somatic state types, by themselves, perfectly correlating with emotion types. In addition, embodied theories are not committed to emotions being entirely innate. Facial expressions might combine with other somatic and autonomic changes to collectively differentiate between types of emotions, and as Prinz emphasizes, the nature of emotions might be partially a function of cultural influence.

In addition to studies of facial expressions, there has been some research on other somatic correlates such as whole-body movement and vocal inflection. However, there is a great deal of research on autonomic changes, such as heart rate, blood pressure and skin conductance. A number of studies, including Ekman et al. (1983), attempted to show that different autonomic changes correlate with different emotions. A prominent review of such research by Cacioppo et al. 2000 reported mixed results, with some emotions easier to distinguish than others. For example, there is greater heart rate acceleration in anger, fear and sadness than in disgust, greater skin conductance (the result of sweating) in disgust than happiness, greater vascular activity in anger than fear, and greater cardiac activity in fear than anger. Some recent reviews, such as Sequeira et al. 2009 and Kreibig 2010 are confident that emotions have distinct autonomic signatures, though many emotion researchers remain skeptical about these results.

Skeptics of the embodied views can point to the vast number of studies and inconclusive results. Embodied theorists, on the other hand, can emphasize the methodological difficulties in

---

4 See e.g. Sauter et al. 2012 and Dael et al. 2011.
doing this research, and the variety of correlations that have been demonstrated. Perhaps we will soon develop better methods of individuating and reliably eliciting emotions, but at this point it is not possible to draw any strong conclusions about peripheral specificity. Until then, embodied views will have to rise or fall based on other issues.

1.2.3 Eliminating Peripheral Inputs

Another ground for concern is rooted in an old debate about patients with severed spinal cords. Walter Cannon (1927) famously argued that these patients had normal emotional experiences. Since they lacked bodily feedback, emotions must not be identical to bodily perceptions. This critique has just as much force against peripheral theories, since bodily perception would on that view mediate the effects of emotions on motivation. More recently, Hohmann (1966) showed that spinal cord injuries partially but not entirely diminish emotional responses, a result that was disputed by Chwalisz et al (1988).

Heims et al. (2004) focused on a different population of patients: those with autonomic failure, rather than spinal cord injuries. They found that these patients performed normally on the Iowa Gambling Task, which is considered by some to test normal emotional responses, but worse at attributing emotions to characters in shorts stories. I will argue in chapter 4 that deficient desires, not emotions, cause deficits on the Iowa Gambling Task, so we should not expect an emotion deficit to necessarily influence performance on that task. On the other hand, evidence that autonomic failure makes it more difficult to attribute emotions does support perceptual or peripheral theories. As the authors suggest, “The mild underperformance of patients on this task suggests that autonomic bodily responses may play a role in predicting, perhaps through
empathetic emulation, the subjective emotional feeling states of others” (p. 1984). These patients had only autonomic deficits, with somatic responses intact, which may explain why the effects were not particularly strong. It is hard to explain, on traditional emotional theories, why autonomic failure should interfere with effective empathetic emulation.

However, it is still necessary for perceptual or peripheral theories to explain why emotional phenomena are not entirely eliminated by spinal cord injuries. Prinz (2004) and Damasio (1999) provide a variety of replies. First of all, these patients do have some peripheral input from their faces, or other peripheral input that remains after the injury, so embodied theories would predict that they would have emotions. Their emotions would just implicate a narrower range of peripheral states. Second, it is also possible that these patients, when they have emotional experiences, are actually hallucinating peripheral states. On the perceptual view, this would mean that they were in real emotional states which consist of hallucinatory perceptions. On the peripheral view, the patients would not be in real emotional states. By hallucinating the relevant peripheral states, they would be hallucinating that they are in emotional states.

Again, the research on the effects of impaired peripheral inputs are suggestive but not quite conclusive. Preventing peripheral states from influencing the brain does, as embodied theories predict, seem to interfere with normal emotional functioning. However, the research does not make it clear whether all emotional effects are dependent on these inputs, as perceptual and peripheral theories would predict. Given the strength of the arguments for embodied theories, and the inconclusiveness of the evidence levied against them, their position seems strong. Pending further evidence or better counter-arguments, the question is not whether, but in what manner emotions are influenced by peripheral inputs.
1.3 The James-Lange Theory

Prominent theories in the James-Lange tradition seem well-suited to explain Lange’s Premise, since they predict that peripheral manipulation would result in altered emotional states. However, I will argue that these theories cannot explain how and why these changes occur. I will take Jesse Prinz as a representative of James’ branch, before turning to Carl Lange as a representative of his own view for lack of a recent proponent.

1.3.1 Embodied Appraisals

In *Gut Reactions* (2004), Prinz combines a perceptual theory of emotions with a teleosemantic theory of reference. Consider an individual, Ben, who is afraid of spiders. Ben sees a spider, or concludes for some reason or other that a spider is present. As a result, he will have a spider-perception, or an occurrent belief with the content ‘there is a spider here’. Either of these states would be in what Prinz calls a calibration file. Calibration files are sets of mental states that cause the same type of peripheral change. Each of these types of peripheral change is correlated with a different emotion. So if Ben has a spider-perception or the thought ‘there is a spider here’, the presence of that state in the relevant calibration file will cause him to enter into the peripheral state that is correlated with fear.

That state is not, according to Prinz, fear itself. Ben’s fear is instead his subsequent perception of that peripheral state. This identification is, on the face of it, counter-intuitive. Ben is not afraid of his accelerated heart-beat or any of the other physical changes he is undergoing.
He's afraid, we would ordinarily say, of the spider. If that is so, how can fear be a perception of a bodily state? Prinz replies to this objection by appealing to his theory of representation.

He defends a version of the causal theory of representational content. A state carries information about whatever it reliably predicts, and it represents whatever it has the function of reliably predicting (p. 53). Prinz distinguishes between the real and nominal contents of a representation (pp. 67-9). Mental states represent objects by carrying information about their features. When those are merely features of that object, given the natural kind that it falls under, then those features are the nominal content of the representation. The real contents are the essential features of the natural kind under which that object falls. When the state carries information about essential features of the object it represents, then those features are themselves the real content of the representation.

Ben’s fear, according to Prinz, is his perception of being in a certain peripheral state. The nominal content of that representation is something to the effect of ‘my bodily periphery is altered in such and such a way’. However, the real content is something else entirely. It may be paraphrased as ‘I am in danger’. This is an example of what, following Lazarus (1991), he calls core-relational themes (which I will call ‘themes’, for short), by which he means "a relation that pertains to well-being" (Prinz 2004, 15). The real contents of emotions, according to Prinz, are themes. Emotions represent themes by way of the peripheral states that carry information about them. The peripheral states, in turn, carry information about themes because any mental state that carries information about a given theme will be in the calibration-file that causes the corresponding type of peripheral state to occur.
In short, emotions are bodily perceptions, which through registering those peripheral features represent a theme. Hence his description of emotions as embodied appraisals, or more colloquially, gut reactions. Themes are of vital importance, so it is in our interest to keep appraised of them. That is the job of the emotions.

1.3.2 Bodily Perceptions

My first critique of Prinz’s view is that he mischaracterizes the role of bodily perceptions. Consider someone who has just been fired, and whose awareness of that fact causes a tightness in his chest, and a general feeling of weakness in his limbs. He doesn’t need to learn that he has suffered a setback which may affect his well-being. By the time he perceives the peripheral change he is already responding to that setback. Instead, what the perception tells him is that he is in an intense state of fear or anxiety. If he wants to avoid manifesting his emotion through his appearance and actions, certain precautions will have to be made. This suggests that contrary to Prinz, bodily perceptions do not have the function of telling us about themes, they tell us about our emotions.

There are cases in which bodily perceptions seem to tell us about themes. It is familiar from popular culture that feeling the hair stick up on the back of your neck means you are in danger, and feeling a warm glow while on a date means that you have found “the one”. Bracketing the reliability of these judgements, these are actually cases where we infer that we are in a given theme on the basis of a perceived emotion. Piloerection is a peripheral correlate of fear, and flushing is a peripheral correlate of sexual arousal. The systems which normally elicit fear and sexual arousal presumably have the function of identifying the presence of danger and a
suitable mate, respectively. If you trust that those systems are reliable you can infer that you are in the relevant themes on the basis of the emotions that the systems produce, but that is an inference you need to make. The bodily perception itself just tells us that we are in a given type of emotional state.

Prinz could reply that I have not addressed his teleosemantic theory. If piloerection carries information about danger, then perception of that piloerection will carry that information as well. However, it is not enough for a state to carry information. Information, after all, is cheap. On Prinz’s view, a representational state needs to have the function of carrying that information. We do not have direct access to the function of a state, since on Prinz’s (pp. 54-5) view this is dependent in part on evolutionary history. However, we would have no basis for thinking that bodily perceptions have the function of representing themes unless this is reflected in their functional role. Specifically, they should play this role under normal conditions - the sort of conditions that explain the fact that we have inherited the faculties that allow us to enter such states from our distant ancestors (Millikan 1993). However, the actual role that bodily perceptions normally play, which is as far as we can tell the role that similar states played under the relevant historical conditions, is to inform us about our current emotional states. On a teleosemantic view, this implies that they have the function of representing emotions, not themes.

This raises an interesting question: why would bodily perceptions represent emotions? There are two main alternatives that we should consider: first, the peripheral states may partially or entirely constitute the emotions, so by perceiving them we are literally perceiving our emotions; and second, peripheral states may be distinct from emotions, but reliably caused by them. This second possibility is consistent with a conventional cognitivist or appraisal theory,
since on these views it is a contingent feature of emotions that they frequently produce peripheral states.

1.3.3 Valence

My second critique of Prinz’s perceptual view concerns his account of valence. On his view, emotions are not just perceptions of themes, they are valenced perceptions. The valence basically tells us “more of this,” or “less of this” (p. 174). Fear typically has a negative valence, so it not only represents that we are in danger, it motivates us to escape from that danger.

He does not frame valence in terms of desire, but he does characterize it in terms of imperative content, and desires are the type of mental state which corresponds to imperative speech acts. Positive valence could be explained by the presence of a positive desire, and negative valence by an aversion or negative desire. Positive emotions would be complexes of two states: a perception of a theme and a desire that this theme persist, while negative emotions would consist of a perception of a theme and a desire that it end. This construes valence as extrinsic to the perception, which might strike some theorists as a disadvantage, but it is not critical, for present purposes, to determine whether valence is intrinsic or extrinsic to the state.

Since Prinz argues that emotions are bodily perceptions, and gives an account of the valence of emotions, it makes sense to interpret this as an account of the valence of those bodily perceptions. After all, bodily perceptions are a type of state that we, independent of any theory of emotions, take to have valence. However, this interpretation leads to a number of problems. First, Prinz’s theory requires that the valence of bodily perceptions in emotional cases motivates us to prolong or end themes. However, in non-emotional cases it seems to motivates us to prolong or
end the peripheral states that the perceptions represent. When we perceive that our skin is getting burned, the negative quality of that perception motivates us to prevent further damage, and when we perceive the pressure of a skillful massage, the positive valence of that perception motivates us to prolong that pressure. Our initial presumption should be that the valence of bodily perceptions should play a similar role in both emotional and non-emotional cases, motivating us to prolong or end their objects.

Prinz seems to agree, since he argues that bodily perceptions represent themes, and that the valence of those perceptions motivate us to prolong or end those themes. However, as I argued in the previous section, bodily perceptions represent emotions rather than themes. It follows that the valence of those perceptions should motivate us to prolong or end those emotions, rather than themes. This seems to be consistent with our experience. We experience our emotions via bodily perception, and when those perceptions feel bad we do not want the emotion to continue. It is bad to be in danger, but we also dislike feeling the tightness in our chest that comes with fear. The direct effect of the valence of bodily perceptions is to motivate us to either prolong or end our current emotion. The valence of the emotion, however, should influence our response to the theme itself.

Prinz could argue that these perceptions motivate us to prolong/end themes as well as emotional states. For an acrophobe, the suffering experienced during an episode of intense fear is reason enough to avoid rock climbing, so the negative valence of the fear does motivate the avoidance of danger under certain conditions. However, in such cases we avoid danger as a means of avoiding fear. This is consistent with the view that the valence of bodily perceptions directly motivates us to prolong or end emotions rather than themes. We also need to explain
cases of so-called ‘self-medication’, where people drink or take drugs in order to escape from negative emotions. One natural interpretation is that the negative valence of bodily perceptions motivates us to escape from the emotions that we perceive. We can do that by preventing the types of circumstances that normally elicit or maintain those emotions, but another strategy is to chemically alter the peripheral state.

In conclusion: if the valence of emotions motivates us to prolong or end themes rather than emotions, then this valence must be distinct from the valence of bodily perceptions, which motivate us to prolong or end emotions themselves. And if the valence of emotions is not the valence of bodily perceptions, that undermines the view that emotions are identical to bodily perceptions. In fact, saying that emotional valence motivates us to prolong or end themes misses some important nuances. This view correctly entails that anger motivates us to avoid offenses and fear to avoid dangers. But it misses how anger makes us less risk-averse in general, and fear more risk-averse (Lerner and Keltner 2001). These emotions do not only influence our motivations with regard to their corresponding themes. It is consistent with Prinz’s view that disgust, a negatively valenced state, would make our moral judgments more severe (Schnall et al. 2008), since immoral behavior can be perceived as source of social contamination. However, his view would not predict that sadness would lessen the severity of moral judgments. We need a model of how emotions influence our motivations that can account for all this data.

There is a considerable empirical literature on the motivational power of different types of emotions. I have mentioned that anger motivates us take risk and fear to avoid them, disgust to judge harshly and sadness to judge laxly. Fear has been shown to strengthen sexual attraction (Dutton and Aron 1974), and there is also plenty of evidence that positive emotions contribute to
helping behavior (Isen 1970). This research most likely only scratches the surface. Each emotion type seems to have its own motivational profile. I will call these effects *generic impulses*, since each type of emotion drives us in a different way, but different tokens of the same emotion type drive us in the same way.

It is not entirely clear how generic impulses operate. One model, which I currently favor, is that each type of emotion temporarily strengthens or weakens certain classes of desires. Perhaps one difference between fear and anger is that fear temporarily strengthens any desires concerned with avoiding harm, while anger weakens them. That is only a partial characterization. Anger also seems to strengthen the desire to act aggressively, and fear, as mentioned above, strengthens sexual desires. These changes in the strength of desires are proportionate to the strength of the emotion, and last as long as the emotion lasts.

My characterization of generic impulses requires two clarifications. First, the same generic impulse can have radically different effects on our behavior, depending on external and internal circumstances. Nico Frijda (1986), among the most influential emotion researchers, says that emotions produce distinctive action tendencies. This view has trouble accounting for the same type of emotion having divergent behavioral effects. For example, fear might in one case drive me to clam up in conversation with a dominating person, and in another it might drive me to run out of a burning building. Identifying action tendencies with each emotion type seems hopeless. However, this problem does not arise for the generic impulse view. Fear strengthens our desire to avoid risk. A natural way to avoid risk in conversation is through silence, while in a burning building the most salient strategy is to flee. The common thread between these divergent
behaviors is risk aversion, so the generic impulse view can explain the contribution that fear makes in both cases.

Second, it is important to emphasize that we sometimes resist these generic impulses. Resisting disgust, we clean up after a sick child; resisting anger, we de-escalate a confrontation. Just because a certain desire is strengthened does not mean that it will ultimately drive behavior in a particular case. But even in cases where we resist these generic impulses, they often make their presence felt. An angry person might avoid overtly hostile behavior, but make a passive-aggressive comment. The strain of suppressing a generic impulse may produce fatigue or frustration. So neither the heteronomy of emotional responses, or the possibility of our not producing an overt emotional response, are incompatible with the generic impulse view.

Emotions do more than just produce generic impulses. I will attempt to give a fuller account of their role later in the paper. For present purposes, however, it is important that producing generic impulses is a conspicuous and important role that emotions play, and we should expect a theory of emotions to explain, or at least have the potential to explain, how emotions play that role.

Can Prinz’s view explain why emotions produce generic impulses? If emotions are bodily perceptions, then they can influence our motivations in two ways: through their content and through their valence. I have already argued that the valence of bodily perceptions motivates us to prolong or end emotional states rather than themes. But even if Prinz was right, that would not explain generic motivations. Why should a motivation to end offenses (the negative valence of anger) make us generally more risk-taking, or a motivation to end danger (the negative valence
of fear) strengthen sexual attraction? Valence, as Prinz characterizes it, is unsuited to playing that role.

The content of bodily perceptions is not any more helpful. I have already argued that bodily perceptions represent emotions, rather than themes, but the problem is deeper than that. Perceptions have an assertoric mental attitude - they have the function of mentally asserting that something is the case. Generic impulses, I propose, alter the strengths of classes of desires. We need an explanation for why mental asserting that I am angry, or even mentally asserting that I have been wronged, would systematically make me more willing to tolerate risks. Prinz’s view seems to lack the resources for explaining this critical feature.

1.3.4 Emotions as Peripheral States

After considering the challenges that Prinz faces in explaining Lange’s Premise, it is only fair to consider Lange’s own theory. Though Lange’s view does not prompt the exact same objections, I will argue that it does not ultimately fare any better. I will address two objections to his view, both of which are based on the fact that bodily perceptions mediate the effects of peripheral states on the central states.5

Both James and Lange agree that peripheral states produce bodily perceptions, which in turn produce the motivational and behavioral features that are characteristic of different types of emotions. This is a direct result of accepting Lange’s Premise. Unlike James, Lange identifies the emotion with the peripheral state. Since the effects of peripheral states on motivation are

5 I will refer to brain states as ‘central states’. This highlights the contrast between brain states, which are governed by the central nervous system, and peripheral states, which are governed by the peripheral nervous system.
mediated by bodily perceptions, we need a reason to assign credit for the motivational effect to the peripheral state. This issue becomes more acute when there is a disconnect between the peripheral state and the bodily perception which mediates its effects on central states. If, for example, we directly manipulate the bodily perception, those perceptions would produce the same generic impulses as they would if they were produced by peripheral states. The result of that manipulation produces characteristic emotional effects, so why should we deny that it is a genuine emotion?

According to Lange’s view, bodily perceptions represent emotions. If you manipulate a bodily perception to produce the state which normally occurs during fear, it will on the peripheral view represent the peripheral state that constitutes fear. Since in this case the individual is not actually in that peripheral state, Lange’s view would characterize the bodily perception as a hallucination. Specifically, the individual hallucinates being in a state of fear. However, the individual manifests the generic impulses characteristic of fear. Just as a cognitivist needs to explain why the results of peripheral manipulation are not real emotions, a defender of the peripheral view needs to explain why manipulation of bodily perceptions does not produce real emotions.

The second objection is also based on the fact that perceptions mediate the effects of peripheral states. If, as I have argued, bodily perceptions have the wrong sort of content to cause generic impulses, how can peripheral states whose effects are mediated by those same bodily perceptions do any better? It seems as though my critiques of Prinz’s view are at least as harmful to Lange’s.
I argued in the previous section that the content and valence of bodily perceptions is not suited to producing generic impulses. The content of a bodily perception is that the individual is in a certain type of emotional state, and the valence of that perception motivates the individual to prolong or end that emotion. During emotional episodes we are often aware of our emotions, and we do often have preferences regarding whether those emotions persist, but those awarenesses and preferences do not explain why emotions produce generic impulses.

This argument is damaging to Prinz’s view for obvious reasons, but it actually does as much damage to Lange’s view. Peripheral states cannot directly influence brain states such as desires. If they produce generic impulses, that production must be mediated by central states which receive peripheral input. Bodily perceptions are the obvious candidates to play that role. If, as I have argued, bodily perceptions are not suited to producing generic impulses, then peripheral states seem to lack a suitable mediator, and may therefore not be qualified themselves.

There are two approaches to solving this problem. First, one could argue that some other kind of state mediates peripheral input, and unlike bodily perception it is suited to producing generic impulses. Making this work would require completing a series of steps: 1) distinguishing between bodily perceptions and non-perceptual central states which receive peripheral input, 2) arguing that there are non-perceptual central states which receive input from the relevant peripheral states, and 3) arguing that these states are better suited than bodily perceptions to producing generic impulses.

It may be possible to accomplish the first two steps, but the third looks like a serious obstacle. Those central states would only be relevantly different from perceptions if they did not represent peripheral states, but given that they receive input from the periphery, it is not clear
what else they would do. One could argue that they have the teleosemantic profile that Prinz attributes to bodily perceptions, and therefore represent themes. However, this strategy raises its own set of problems. First, we would need evidence that these states do play this teleofunctional role, and second, I have already argued that a state which represents themes would not be suited to producing generic impulses, so this would not provide any clear advantage.

The other general approach to dealing with this problem is to argue that bodily perceptions are, contrary to the argument above, well-suited to facilitating generic impulses. This requires some sophisticated triangulation. In order to defend Lange’s view one must show that bodily perceptions can facilitate the production of generic impulses, but that simultaneously undermines the primary argument against Prinz’s view. In summary, both Prinz’s and Lange’s views are in trouble unless bodily perceptions can generate generic motivations, and if bodily perceptions can play that role, the arguments from the previous section seem to favor Prinz’s view over Lange’s. Lange’s view seems to lose either way.

1.4 The Inter-systemic View

The prospects are bleak for Lange’s view as he presented it. However, in this section I will present a variant, which I will call the inter-systemic view, that is not vulnerable to the objections that I have raised. This view inherits from Lange the claim that peripheral states are emotional constituents, but unlike the original, the inter-systemic view includes central states as constituents as well. The integration of states of the central and peripheral nervous systems (hence: ‘inter-systemic’) is critical for explaining Lange’s Premise.
1.4.1 Presenting the View

In order to make sense of the inter-systemic view it is necessary to explain the respective roles of the central and peripheral constituents, as well as how they relate to each other. According to my proposal, the peripheral constituents have two direct responsibilities: preparing the body for certain types of actions, and signalling the current emotional state to conspecifics. The central constituents are directly responsible for producing generic impulses, and perhaps other psychological effects as well. All of the central and peripheral constituents are additionally responsible for maintaining functional unity. If the peripheral constituents are currently suited for aggressive action and signalling preparedness to act aggressively, they need to make sure that the central constituents are producing a generic impulse which favors aggressive action as well. Likewise, when the central constituents produce a generic impulse which favors aggressive action, they need to make sure that there are peripheral constituents which will facilitate such action and signal an aggressive disposition.

I have said little about physical capabilities or signalling, since those functions have not figured in the arguments for the perceptual or peripheral views. Defenders of cognitivist and appraisal theories can happily accept that peripheral states change our physical capabilities and signal our emotional status. They are less happy to accept that peripheral changes are responsible for motivational changes, since that is a role that these theorists reserve for purely central processes. However, a motivational change without a corresponding change in physical
capabilities is potentially disastrous, and emotion theorists have recently emphasized the role of emotions in interpersonal negotiation, which requires accurate signalling.\(^6\)

In addition, the three emotional functions that I have mentioned reinforce each other. Returning to the example above, when you truly are motivated to act aggressively, and currently have the physical capabilities to act aggressively, it is useful to make this status known. However, it is dangerous to send that signal if you currently lack the capabilities or motivation required to act accordingly, so features that figure in signaling must stay in sync with features that figure in motivation and the modulation of physical capabilities.

Setting emotions aside, armchair physiology suggests that effective functioning of the organism requires inter-systemic integration, and the empirical literatures confirms that we do in fact have this beneficial feature. The controversial move, then, is not proposing that we have inter-systemic states, but identifying these inter-systemic states with emotions. I will argue that this identification is justified because it solves a number of problems in the emotions literature.

**1.4.2 Reply to Objections**

So far I have explained the inter-systemic view by appealing to the need for central and peripheral states to be coordinated. I’ll now argue that this need for coordination is the key to addressing the objections that Lange’s own view faces.

I’ll begin with the second objection. In response to Prinz, I argued that bodily perceptions are not suited to producing generic impulses, since they represent emotions, and it is not clear why representing the presence of an emotion would produce generic impulses. Since the effects
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of peripheral states on central states such as generic impulses are mediated by bodily perceptions, that means that peripheral states cannot produce generic impulses either.

This problem is solved by conceiving of emotions as constituted by multiple coordinated components. At any time, each component needs to make sure that the others are acting in harmony. We might expect that the central elements would trump, so if central and peripheral constituents fell out of sync for any reason the peripheral elements would need to fall in line. However, this assumption is belied by the anecdotal and empirical evidence that peripheral manipulations produce central changes. It turns out that if bodily perception represents that the peripheral components are currently in a state that normally (partially) constitutes happiness, the central elements will follow along and generate a complementary generic impulse. On the inter-systemic view, a representation with the content that the periphery is currently (partially) constituting a given emotion is exactly the right sort of state to produce a generic impulse.

The solution to the first objection is equally simple. If the question is whether to identify emotions solely with bodily perceptions or peripheral states, bodily perceptions have a built-in advantage. Emotions must be constituted by states that produce generic impulses, and when it comes to producing generic impulses there is a distinct asymmetry: bodily perceptions can produce them without the help of peripheral states, but peripheral states cannot produce them without the help of bodily perceptions. If we start with the assumption that one of those two types of states is primarily responsible for generic impulses, it is very difficult to assign credit to the peripheral state.

The story becomes very different if emotions are constituted by both central and peripheral states. We can accommodate the presupposition that emotions are constituted by states
responsible for generic impulses by including the immediate central causes of generic impulses among the constituents. They are also constituted by the peripheral states responsible for signalling and mobilizing physical capabilities. Peripheral states are also responsible for generic impulses. However, that is a consequence of the need for the central and peripheral elements to operate in harmony.

What should we say if bodily perceptions are directly manipulated, producing a generic impulse that is out of step with the peripheral state? Perhaps that bodily perception represents the peripheral state which normally occurs during fear, leading the individual to become more risk averse (among other psychological changes). At the same time, the individual is in a peripheral state which normally occurs during happiness. Is that individual happy, as the peripheral view predicts, or afraid, as the perceptual view predicts?

According to the Neo-Langian view, neither. Unless there is further interference the central and peripheral constituents will eventually harmonize, settling into some coherent emotional state. But for the moment, the individual is in a mixture of happiness and fear. This is a different sort of mixture than is said to occur when we enter into two compatible emotions, such as anger and disgust. In those cases, often called emotion blends, the central and peripheral components each feature properties that are characteristic of each emotion. Here, the emotions are distinctly unblended. It is a strange situation, but we should expect strangeness given the setup. The important thing is that the inter-systemic view has a coherent and plausible explanation for why the peripheral state and not the bodily perception is a constituent of the emotion. The peripheral state performs some of the core emotional functions, and the perceptual state is just utilized to harmonize components of the emotion.
1.4.3 Central Constituents

I characterized the direct function of the central emotional constituents as the production of generic impulses. With that function in mind, I identified the central constituents as whatever central state is immediately responsible for producing generic impulses. Further work is required to characterize those states in a more satisfying manner.

I’m currently uncommitted between two alternative views, which are influenced by the debate over moods. The central elements of inter-systemic states are very similar to what most emotion theorists would identify as moods: they are central states that produce characteristically emotional motivation effects, but do so in a diffuse manner. This diffuseness is puzzling for theorist who consider emotionality to require direction towards an intentional object, and there are a number of proposed explanations in the literature. One strategy is to maintain that they do have objects that are either general in scope (Solomon 1976) or specific but obscure to the subject (Crane 1998).

The other strategy, adopted by Griffiths (1997) and Sizer (2000), is to deny that moods have intentional objects.

If I adopt a variant of the first strategy, I would say that the central constituents of emotions are either a special class of desire or aversion, or have a mental attitude that is similar to that of desire or aversion. Fear is, or resembles, an aversion to harm in general, sadness is, or resembles, an aversion to loss. To understand this proposal, imagine that Ben sees a spider. This
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7 In chapter 3 I will argue that emotions do not motivate us in a manner that is specific to any particular object. For this reason, generic impulses are the only motivation influence that I consider here.
produces an aversion to being harmed by the spider, which in turn produces an aversion to harm in general. This general aversion then initiates a process to produce a certain sort of peripheral state. This process may not be successful, since other desires or aversions may initiate processes to produce other sorts of peripheral states, and the periphery may also be influenced by other factors entirely.

One unsatisfactory aspect of this proposal is that it is not as effective at explaining the episodic aspect of emotions, and relatedly, the results of peripheral manipulation. It is a familiar observation that disgust can easily coexist with anger, but not with joy. When we are in a sort of emotional state, that emotion has a comprehensive, though not entirely dominating, influence on our psychology for as long as it lasts. Disgust can coexist with anger but not with joy because the comprehensive, psychological profile of disgust is much closer to anger than joy. Relatedly, when disgust is elicited by peripheral manipulation, the resulting generic impulse will be relatively compatible with the pre-existing generic impulse from a prior state of anger, but incompatible with any generic impulse from a prior state of joy. The mind is not big enough for both disgust and joy. However, it is not clear why this would be true on this proposal, since desires and aversions do not seem to feature this sort of comprehensiveness.

One way to account for this is to deny that the central constituents have intentional content, adapting arguments from those that Sizer develops in reference to moods. She follows Pylyshyn (1980) in distinguishing states at the functional level of organization from states at the representational level of organization. Sizer says that,

Changes in operations at this [the functional] level have global effects on representation level states and processes but in a way that is independent from the semantic contents of those states. The changes are bottom-up and therefore influence the creation and
performance of all affected representations and representational processes. This is what explains the generalized, content independent effects of moods (p. 763).

While Sizer identifies moods with functional level states, my second proposal is to do the same with the central constituents of emotions. The central constituents produce generic impulses by temporarily altering the parameters of classes of desires. As an additional benefit, this strategy may be helpful for explaining the comprehensiveness of emotional states. The central constituents, on this view, are not just another representation within the representational system, but a state of the system that moderates all representations within that system. Incompatible emotions may feature (as partial constituents) incompatible states of that system.

Both of my proposals for the identity of the central constituents would benefit from further development. My goal in exploring these options is to indicate that there are no obvious obstacles for fully developing the inter-systemic theory.

1.5 Conclusion

There is both anecdotal and empirical support for the notion that peripheral manipulation can alter emotional experience in a manner that has genuine emotional consequences. Whenever this phenomenon has drawn the attention of theorists in the philosophy of emotions, it has been used to support theorists in the James-Lange tradition against whichever class of theories currently prevail. My arguments show that this phenomenon is also a powerful tool for settling disputes between theories within this tradition. Bodily perceptions do have a critical emotional role: to help integrate the central and peripheral constituents of the emotion.
Chapter 2: Inter-systemic States

2.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter I noted that none of the existing theories of emotion elegantly explain both of the following features: that emotions can be elicited or altered by manipulating the bodily periphery, and that emotions are responsible for generic impulses. The inter-systemic view was developed specifically to fill that gap. However, there are plenty of other features that a theory of emotions should explain. In this chapter I’ll begin to address some of the most pressing concerns that the inter-systemic theory raises.

The first major class of concerns is based on the unconventional constitution of inter-systemic states. The inter-systemic view identifies emotions with integrated central and peripheral states, and it may seem as though these elements do not collectively constitute any sort of natural kind, or that the inter-systemic view identifies the wrong constituents. I will argue that inter-systemic states are natural, that they include the right constituents, and that even skeptics of embodied cognition in general should tolerate embodiment in the case of emotions.

The second class of concerns centers on a pair of features, intentionality and consciousness, that are each considered by some to be the mark of the mental. If emotions are mental, as the folk and philosophers alike commonly take them to be, and if one of these features does mark the mental, then we should expect emotions to have that feature. Additionally, mentality aside, it is widely accepted that emotions are intentional states and are frequently if not
always conscious. It is not clear that inter-systemic states have either of these features, since they include peripheral states as constituents. I will argue that inter-systemic states probably do lack these features, but I will deny that this gives us reason for rejecting the view.

2.2 The Constitution of Emotions

In this section of the chapter I will address four related concerns. First, in order for emotions to be identical to inter-systemic states, inter-systemic states need to be natural kinds. For those who are dubious about the special status of natural kinds, I will argue that inter-systemic states deserve inclusion in scientific theories. Second, one may accept most of the account I have presented but identify the emotion with only the central constituent of the inter-systemic state. I will argue that there is no basis for privileging the central constituent in this manner. Third, the inter-systemic theory resembles a number of hybrid theories in philosophy and psychology that include peripheral states as constituents. I will explain why the inter-systemic theory is stronger than others in this class. Finally, I will discuss how the inter-systemic theory relates to embodied cognition as a general research program.

2.2.1 Natural Kinds

There are many competing views about the nature of natural kinds. In this section I will only argue that emotions, as I describe them, would count as natural according to Richard Boyd’s (1991) theory of natural kinds as homeostatic property clusters. On his view, a set of properties
collectively make up a natural kind if the instantiation of some of the properties increases the likelihood that each of the others will also be instantiated.

Inter-systemic states clearly count as natural kinds on Boyd’s view. There are recurring types of situations that produce predictable physiological, communicatory, and psychological demands. In order to effectively address these situations, our central and peripheral nervous systems need to respond in a coordinated fashion. Otherwise, our current physical capabilities will not be suited to the actions that we are currently motivated to make, and we will not be motivated to act in the manner that our current physical capabilities would most effectively facilitate. Emotions align our physiology and motivation in preparation for coping with different kinds of challenges and opportunities, while signifying our emotional status to others who might help or thwart us.

Theorists who do not accept the metaphysical commitments implicit in theories of natural kinds may have a related concern about inter-systemic states. We have good reason for denying that states of toe-nails partially constitute our perceptions. In the case of emotions, I have argued that some, and only some, peripheral states are partial emotional constituents. The central and peripheral constituents are unified by (A) solving a common problem, and (B) feedback loops between the various constituents, due to the need for coordination between the constituents in solving that problem. That functional and causal unity justifies treating the elements as jointly constituting one thing. The rest of my arguments aim to show that it is the right thing to identify with emotions.

I have just argued that inter-systemic states are natural kinds, but there are actually two prominent arguments in the literature for denying that emotions form a natural kind. First, Lisa
Feldman Barrett (2006) denies that there is empirical evidence for distinct emotional states along folk-psychological lines. Instead, she argues along with James Russell (2003) that emotion can be decomposed into core affect, which varies in dimensions of arousal and valence, and conceptual thought that analyzes this affect using folk-psychological categories.

I will make two points in reply to Barrett’s argument. First, there is significant evidence from physiology that I presented in chapter 1, and social psychology that I will present in chapter 3, that arousal and valence do not exhaust intrinsic emotional variation. Second, throughout this dissertation the emotions in my examples are identified by folk psychological kinds, and specifically tend to be drawn from the relatively small class of basic emotions that some theorists consider to be innate and universal. However, the inter-systemic view is not committed to preserving the folk-psychological taxonomy of emotional variation. The basic elements of the theory could accommodate a revisionary class of basic emotions, or even a more complex version of Barrett and Russell’s dimensional taxonomy.

Unlike Barrett, Griffiths (1997, 2004) accepts that the basic emotions form a natural kind. However, he argues that there are other emotions such as guilt, shame, and jealousy, that do not belong in that class, and may not even form a uniform class with each other. He argues that they all diverge from the basic emotions by essentially involving some form of advanced cognition. I suspect that in these cases the cognitive processes do not actually play an essential role. They are involved in eliciting the emotion, and we use the conditions of elicitation to label the emotion, but the emotion itself may be no different than an emotion elicited in another manner. However,
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8 See Ekman and Friesen 1971.

9 Psychologists have also explored these phenomena. See Tangney et al 1995.
for the purpose of this dissertation I will remain neutral about that question, and focus only on cases of what are commonly called basic emotions.

To summarize the conclusions from this section: I have argued that inter-systemic states are a natural kind, and I propose to identify them with the basic emotions, which I also consider to be a natural kind.

### 2.2.2 A Non-embodied Variant

One might agree with the general thrust of the inter-systemic view, but interpret it in a non-embodied manner. According to this variant, the central element alone is the emotion, and the peripheral elements just play a supporting role. However, there is no empirical reason for giving priority to the central over the peripheral elements. Peripheral elements are elicited and influenced by central elements, but central elements are also elicited and influenced by peripheral elements. They seem to operate as peers, with a shared purpose, and that shared purpose is the purpose that we would identify as the purpose of the emotion: to effectively cope with certain kinds of challenges and opportunities. Effective coping involves coordinated activity in the center and periphery, and we should identify emotions as that coordinated activity.

One argument for the non-embodied variant is based on brain-in-vat cases. On the inter-systemic view, the brain includes only part of the emotion, so an envatted brain would have only partial emotions. This may seem intuitively false, since the experience of an envatted brain is indistinguishable from our own. I could claim that the envatted individual would in fact have true emotions by arguing, following Chalmers (2005), that in such cases the emotion would be partially constituted by elements of the simulation, or perhaps by part of the machinery that
implements the simulation. However, I will not commit to any interpretation of such cases, because I deny that we should lend any credence to the intuition that envatted individuals really would have emotions. On the inter-systemic view, the envatted individual would, given the right setup, have states that are epistemically indistinguishable from emotions. However, the best way to interpret that type of scenario (if we must) is to start with the best available theory of emotions, and considering brains in vats will not get us there.

2.2.3 Evaluative Judgments

The inter-systemic theory bears, at first glance, a resemblance to a number of hybrid theories in philosophy and psychology that include peripheral states as constituents.\textsuperscript{10} It is worth considering whether it significantly departs from them, and if so, whether it is superior. This comparison would be a very lengthy process if there were not a simple feature that distinguishes the inter-systemic theory from the recent popular hybrids: while they all include peripheral states as constituents, the inter-systemic theory is the only one that does not include evaluative judgements.

The case for including evaluative judgments is simple. In prototypical cases, an evaluative judgment is responsible for producing the central and peripheral states that the inter-systemic view identifies with the emotion. Will sees a charging bear, evaluates the bear as an acute danger, and the rest follows from there. Further, once Will becomes afraid, his fear is (we would ordinarily say) fear of the bear. The constituents posited by the inter-systemic theory are

\textsuperscript{10} See Scherer 2009 for a prominent example from psychology, and Blackman 2013 for a discussion of relevant philosophical theories.
not targeted: the motivational constituent is explicitly generic, and the physiological changes and social signals do not distinguish between specific dangers. The only way to explain why Will’s fear is fear of the bear is to include the initial evaluative judgment.

I will not address the issue of intentionality here, since I will do so later in this chapter as well as in the next. However, I will provide a pair of arguments against including evaluative judgments. First of all, a theory of emotions needs to explain the emotional effects of manipulating the bodily periphery. The hybrid theories that include evaluative judgments are faced with a dilemma: either the peripheral manipulation produces an evaluative judgment (how?), or the resulting state is not a true emotion (why not?). That problem does not arise if evaluative judgments are frequently the immediate cause of emotions, but not counted as constituents.

Second, I justified the inter-systemic unity by noting that the constituents are both functionally and causally unified. For evaluative judgments to merit inclusion, peripheral manipulation would need to influence them in a targeted manner. For example, imagine that Alice is confronted by two obnoxious individuals, Charles and John. Charles says something obnoxious that provokes Alice to form a negative evaluative judgement, which subsequently elicits a state of anger. This state makes her temporarily less tolerant of either individual, since angry people have less patience for obnoxious behavior.\footnote{I will argue in chapter 3 that the emotion influences her responses in a manner which does not discriminate between two seemingly obnoxious individuals, but for the purposes of this discussion we can remain neutral on that topic. It is uncontroversial to note that the emotion would have at least some effect on her response to any obnoxious behavior.} In order to avoid making a scene Alice then takes a series of deep breaths.
If the original evaluative judgment about Charles belongs in the emotional unity, then this peripheral manipulation should increase her tolerance in a manner that is specific to Charles. While I would be interested in empirical evidence that bears on that question, I find that extremely implausible. Instead, it is much more likely that the peripheral manipulation makes her more tolerant of any obnoxious behavior, whatever the source. In other words, it directly influences generic impulses, which then influence any relevant evaluative judgments. The particular judgment that elicited the emotion has no special status, so it does not belong in the homeostatic cluster.

2.2.3 Embodied Cognition

Since the inter-systemic theory includes peripheral states as emotional constituents, it may seem to require a firm commitment to embodied cognition. Supporters of an embodied approach to the cognitive sciences in general often lean on evidence for emotional embodiment of the sort that I discuss in chapter 1.\textsuperscript{12} By arguing for an embodied view I may seem to lend support to their camp, for better or worse.

In fact, there is no reason why a skeptic about embodied cognition in general needs to oppose the inter-systemic view.\textsuperscript{13} I argued that peripheral states are emotional constituents because the function of emotions is to ensure that the central and peripheral nervous systems operate in harmony to support the task at hand, whatever that might be. Even if I am mistaken in

\textsuperscript{12} See e.g. Niedenthal et al. 2005.

\textsuperscript{13} See Goldman and de Vignemont (2009) for a largely skeptical take on embodied cognition in the social domain.
identifying emotions with those inter-systemic states, that sort of integration clearly must exist for organisms such as us to function effectively. Those inter-systemic states, whatever we call them, are indisputably embodied. Since any reasonable theorist is implicitly committed to embodiment of this sort, identifying emotions with these inter-systemic states requires no additional concession. If the inter-systemic view is correct then emotion are embodied, but the arguments I have made for emotional embodiment do not apply automatically to any other class of mental states.

2.3 Marks of the Mental

In the previous section I addressed the concern that inter-systemic states are not mental because they are not states at all. I will now take for granted that inter-systemic states are natural kinds, or at least kinds that are of scientific interest, and that I have properly identified their constituents. In this section I will consider whether there is any reasonable way to characterize the mark of the mental such that it applies to emotions but not to inter-systemic states.

2.3.1 Intentionality

The most famous conception of the mental in contemporary philosophy is Brentano’s (1995) view that intentionality is the mark of the mental. To be a mental state is to have an intentional object — for that state to be about something. Accepting Brentano’s view for the sake of the argument, we can now state an objection:

P1i: emotions are intentional states
P2i: inter-systemic states are not intentional states

.: emotions are not inter-systemic states

Given this argument, the question becomes whether emotions really are intentional, and whether inter-systemic states really are not.

However, it is possible to refine this argument further. Following Anthony Kenny (1963), it is common to distinguish between the formal and the particular intentional objects of an emotion. If I am disgusted by tasting some mayonnaise, then the mayonnaise itself is the particular object. The formal object determines what can possibly be a particular object of a certain type of emotion. For disgust, the formal object might be contamination, in which case I cannot be disgusted by mayonnaise unless I construe it as a contaminant. If Brentano is right, then emotions are not mental unless they have objects, and if Kenny is right, an adequate theory of emotions needs to explain both formal and particular objects. With Kenny’s distinction in mind, we now have the following argument:

P1i’: emotions have particular and formal objects

P2i’: inter-systemic states do not have particular and formal objects

.: emotions are not inter-systemic states

In chapter 3 I argue that emotions do not have particular objects, because once elicited, emotions will influence judgment in a manner that does not discriminate between objects of the same type.14 I may enter a state of disgust as a result of inadvertently eating a sandwich with mayo on it, but once I am disgusted, this state will make me more sensitive to any apparent

14 My arguments in chapter 3 do not presuppose the inter-systemic view, so this approach is not circular.
source of contamination. Having ruled out emotions having particular objects, I leave open two possibilities: that emotions are directed at the world in general, or that emotions are not intentional at all.

It is difficult to evaluate whether inter-systemic states are intentional, since their constituents are so dissimilar. Anger might be constituted by features such as flared nostrils, elevated blood pressure and heart rate, diminished aversion to risk, and elevated aversion to goal-obstruction. The altered blood pressure and heart rate do not, in isolation, seem to be intentional. The flared nostrils (and other visible features) could be construed as intentional since they serve a communicative role, with content like ‘I am angry’. I presented two accounts of the central constituents in chapter 1, and in one but not the other they are intentional states representing general features of the environment.

Given such diverse constituents, it is not clear how to characterize the intentionality of the states that they constitute. Blackman (2013, p. 85) gives an example of a statue in honor of fallen soldiers built out of biographies of Andy Warhol. This nicely illustrates that even when an object’s constituents have a uniform intentional object, the whole may be about something entirely different. Blackman himself defends a hybrid account of emotions in which they include evaluative representations, and argues that the content of the whole is identical to the content of that evaluative representation because, “one cannot have a change in the intentional object of the emotion without a change in the intentional object of the evaluative representation” (p. 86). However, I deny that emotions have particular objects, so I also deny that evaluative representations determine their content.
The best method for analyzing the intentionality of composites such as inter-systemic states may be to consider the basis of their unity. The inter-systemic view unifies emotional constituents on the basis of their shared task: effective coping with a type of situation. In that respect, inter-systemic states are analogous to the integrated immune responses that occur in response to an infection, or the various organs involved in digestion. The responses are integrated by the need to solve a shared problem, but that does not mean that the whole is intentionally directed at that problem. The inter-systemic case may differ if the central constituent is itself intentional, but there is no reason to think that the constituents are unified in a manner that features representation.

In conclusion, I have argued that inter-systemic states are not intentional, and that there is reason, inter-systemic view aside, to doubt that emotions are intentional either.

2.3.2 Consciousness

Another view of the mental, typically associated with Descartes, is that mental states are necessarily conscious. This sort of strong Cartesianism is not very popular today, but John Searle’s (1992) weaker view, that mental states must be at least potentially conscious, is more palatable. Perhaps when we consider it obvious that emotions are mental, that impression is driven by the view that emotions are potentially conscious states. We can state this argument in the following way:

P1c: emotions are potentially conscious

P2c: inter-systemic states are not potentially conscious
As was the case in the previous section, it is necessary to address the two premises individually.

In order to evaluate whether emotions themselves are potentially conscious, it is useful to first describe the distinctive phenomenological features of emotional episodes, since it is not obvious that emotions themselves are responsible for all of these features. James (1922) and Lange (1922) argue that conscious bodily perception is the only phenomenological feature that distinguishes emotional episodes from episodes of dispassionate intellectual activity. Peter Goldie (2002, p. 241) argues that emotional experience also includes what he called ‘feeling toward,’ which he describes as “unreflective emotional engagement with the world beyond the body; it is not a consciousness of oneself, either of one’s bodily condition or of oneself as experiencing an emotion.” Uriah Kriegel (2011) does not make a commitment about the exact constituents of emotional phenomenology, but he additionally considers cognitive, conative and some sort of *sui generis* affective phenomenology as potential candidates.

There is consensus that the phenomenology of emotional episodes typically includes conscious bodily perceptions. It is not entirely clear what Goldie’s feeling towards is supposed to be, but during emotional episodes we do typically have some motivational state directed at what we take to be the object of the emotion. While I do not accept that there is cognitive or conative phenomenology, I also accept that there are often conscious thoughts and desires during emotional episodes. The only element that I reject altogether from this list is *sui generis* emotional phenomenology, since the other features mentioned seem exhaustive.

Having listed all of these sources of phenomenology, we can turn to the question of which features, if any, are due to a conscious emotion. Unfortunately, methodological hurdles
immediately appear. First of all, it is not clear that we have any reliable method of subtracting the
bodily perceptions from experiences during emotional episodes, as James asks us to do. At the
same time, it is not obvious that Goldie’s feeling toward is distinctively emotional. In chapters 3
and 4 I discuss ways in which it is difficult to distinguish between emotions and desires, and that
problem arises here as well. An aggressive barking dog may elicit a state of fear, but it will also
certainly elicit a strong desires to avoid the dog. Is my attitude toward the dog due to emotion or
desire?

I argue in chapter 3 that the impression that emotions are directed at particular objects
does not derive from direct conscious awareness, but is instead an inference that we make on the
basis of situational features. However, this claim is not based on direct phenomenological
analysis, but on an analysis of various theoretical considerations. Phenomenology alone simply
does not tell us what emotions themselves contribute to emotional experience, and what
contributions are due to other states that tend to co-occur with emotions. It just is not pre-
theoretically clear whether emotions are ever conscious states.

We can now turn to the second premise of the argument, and ask whether inter-systemic
states are ever conscious. As was the case in the section on intentionality, the mixed constitution
of inter-systemic states makes them difficult to analyze. The peripheral constituents, seen in
isolation, do not seem to ever become conscious. They contribute to phenomenology only
through being consciously perceived.

The central constituents are more difficult to analyze. They produce generic impulses, so
their presence might be felt indirectly through those effects. However, it is not clear whether,
additionally, the central states themselves become conscious. I mentioned in the discussion of
intentionality that they may resemble desires, since their functional role includes strengthening and weakening classes of desires and aversions. If so they may potentially become conscious states, though when conscious they would not manifest any of Goldie’s feeling toward.

In summary, on the inter-systemic view we feel the peripheral constituents, the central constituents are manifest through influencing our desires and perhaps become conscious themselves, and our awareness of how these changes were elicited leads us to posit that we are in a certain type of emotional state with a certain particular object. However, I see no reason to think that the inter-systemic states, considered as wholes, would thereby become conscious as well. This is not, however, a challenge to the inter-systemic view in the absence of a compelling reason for thinking that emotions themselves become conscious states rather than states that we feel.

2.4 Conclusion

Over the course of this chapter I have discussed a number of peculiar features of inter-systemic states. There is no straightforward method for deciding whether they are intentional, or whether they are potentially conscious. I have argued, however, that this does not rule out the possibility that they are the emotions.

I have not directly stated whether emotions are, on the inter-system view, mental states. I argued in this chapter that inter-systemic belong in our scientific theories, and in the

\[15\] I discuss the reasons we have for mistakenly positing particular objects in greater depth in chapter 3.
previous chapter I argued that they explain the effects of peripheral manipulation and the production of generic impulses. They are compatible with a satisfactory, though somewhat counterintuitive, account of emotional intentionality and consciousness. Once all that has been said, it is unclear what more is to be gained by talking about mentality itself.
Chapter 3: Emotions without Objects

3.1 Introduction

The near consensus among theorists working on emotion, in both philosophy and psychology, is that emotions have objects. When we are angry, we are angry at someone or about something. When we are frightened, we are frightened of something. We can call this the Token Object Theory (TOKEN), though the defenders of this view are so numerous and diverse that they agree on little else. Adherents of TOKEN rarely treat it as a theoretical position in need of defense, with empirically falsifiable implications.

In fact, some relevant empirical work has been done. I will argue that this research supports an alternative model, the Type Influence Theory (TYPE), according to which emotions lack particular objects. Fear, for example, influences judgments about anything that seems dangerous, without any special status for whatever the subject is “really” afraid of. TYPE proposes that emotions are, with respect to intentionality, no different from moods. The conclusion of the arguments in this chapter will remain neutral about whether emotions are directed at general features of the world, such as danger or offensiveness, or whether they lack direction altogether. They are therefore consistent with the conclusion in the previous chapter.

__________

16 It may still be useful to distinguish emotions from moods based on other features, such as time-course.
that emotions are not in fact intentional states, but I will not discuss the relations between these arguments until the conclusion.

My proposal is so far outside the mainstream that readers familiar with the emotions literature might wonder how it could possibly be right. After all, much of the philosophical discussion of emotions, including the treatment of key features such as normativity and motivation, is based on the assumption that emotions have objects. I cannot hope to produce here a full alternative to the existing emotions literature. However, I will briefly reply to a number of challenges that may initially appear to be fatal. I hope to show that TYPE presents a robust alternative to prevailing views.

Part 2 will introduce a criterion for determining whether emotions have objects. Parts 3 and 4 will discuss in detail the two psychological studies that form the basis for my argument against TOKEN. In the remainder of the paper I will consider a variety of objections: in part 5 I’ll reply to objections concerning my interpretation of the studies, in part 6 I’ll address our ordinary sense that emotions are about something, and in part 7 I’ll discuss some additional objections drawn from the philosophy of emotions.

3.2 The Empirical Case

3.2.1 The Criterion

Before discussing empirical studies it is useful to introduce a criterion that will guide their interpretation. Here is my proposal: if emotions have particular objects, then they will influence experimental participants’ behavior in ways that are specific to those objects. On the
contrary, if emotions influence participants in ways that are the same for all objects, or all objects of the same type, then those states do not have particular objects. This criterion is derived from a conventional argument in favor of taking any mental states to have objects (Fodor 1987). On a daily basis we attribute beliefs and desires to our peers. But merely knowing that Jane believes tells us nothing about what Jane will do. We need to know what Jane believes. Knowing that Fred desires tells us nothing about what Fred will do. We need to know what Fred desires. The same goes for emotions. If they have objects, predicting the influence of an emotion on an individual’s behavior should require correctly attributing an object to that emotion.

It is not important for these purposes whether the purported intentional object is a particular, a property of a particular, an event, a state of affairs, or a proposition. If Will is afraid of a bear, and the object of his fear is a particular bear, then Will’s fear should influence him in ways that are specific to that bear, rather than other particulars. If the object of his fear is the fierceness of the bear, then it should influence him in ways that pertain specifically to that property of that bear. If, instead, it is more accurate to say that he is afraid that the bear will harm him, where the object of the fear is the proposition ‘that the bear will harm him’, then the state of fear should influence Will’s behavior in ways that depend on the specific content of that proposition. That includes, at a minimum, influencing Will’s response to that bear. It is unwieldy to repeatedly address these different variations of TOKEN, so in places I will write as though I

---

17 I do not address the vast literature comparing the strengths and weaknesses of various theories of intentionality. However, given the lack of consensus or even significant convergence among theorists of mental content, it would be unhelpful to anchor my discussion to any particular theory. Instead, my strategy is to focus on a datum that any viable theory of intentionality would need to accommodate.

18 ‘Desire’ is sometimes used as an emotion term, referring to sexual arousal and other approach-related emotions. However, what is meant here by ‘desire’ is the type of mental state that we typically report via expressions such as “I want a cup of coffee” or “I want to take a walk.”
am targeting one or another. However, my arguments should apply equally to theories that attribute any sort of intentional object.

Of course in our ordinary lives we do often attribute objects to our emotions and to the emotions of others. Typically we take an emotion to be directed at an object when a perception, thought, or imaginative act with that intentional object was responsible for eliciting the emotion. But it is one thing to say that a person made you angry, and another to say that your anger is in any meaningful sense directed at that person. Again, a comparison with belief should clarify this point. Suppose Sam believes that there is a pen on her desk. This belief is about that pen not merely because it was elicited by a perception of the pen, but because it will play a special role in pen-related thought or behavior she may engage in. If the belief influenced her in ways that were perfectly neutral between pen and pencil-related thought or behavior, we would have no basis for taking her to believe that there is a pen, rather than a writing implement or some other more general type of object. The conventional view seems to be that emotions, like beliefs and desires, play a special role in determining how individuals in such states will relate to their intentional object. I will argue that emotions do not have this sort of special role.

This criterion might seem flawed for requiring that emotions manifest their object-directedness in behavior. If an emotion influences other mental states in an a way that is token-specific but not apparent from observing the individual’s behavior, that is clearly enough reason to consider the emotion to have an object. Any token-specific effects provide evidence that a mental state is object-directed. However, if emotions do have token-specific effects on other mental states, then at least some of the time this should be observable through subsequent influence on behavior. If we cannot find any evidence that emotions have any token-specific
influence on behavior, then we have no reason to assert that they have any token-specific influence on other mental states as well.

Some critics might claim that behavior aside, criteria based on phenomenology or normativity are sufficient in themselves for positing intentional states. Behavioral criteria for intentionality play an essential role in my argument, so I’ll make two points in response to this challenge before proceeding. First, behavioral criteria for intentionality make a lot of sense if you assume naturalism, and you assume that our faculty for entering into intentional states arose via natural selection.\(^{19}\) If intentionality is an adaptation then we should expect it to influence behavior, so a behavioral criterion is appropriate.\(^{20}\)

Second, criteria for intentionality aside, prototypical intentional states such as beliefs and desires do tend to influence thought and behavior in ways that are specific to their objects. Otherwise, folk-psychological explanations would not be effective for predicting behavior. If it turns out that emotions are not like beliefs and desires in that respect, that would itself be a surprising discovery. Even if we deny that this discovery has any implications for the intentionality of emotions, it would be interesting in its own right. It would certainly put pressure

\[\text{---}\]

\(^{19}\) Though teleosemantic theories of mental content make explicit reference to natural selection, other naturalistic theories of mental content are also perfectly compatible with intentionality being an adaptation. Teleosemantic theories diverge from other naturalistic theories in claiming that evolutionary history plays a role in determining intentional contents, and my criterion is neutral on that issue. I would like to thank a referee for suggesting that I discuss teleosemantic theories in this context.

\(^{20}\) I would like to thank a reviewer for pointing out that adaptations need not currently be beneficial, though they will tend to have some current behavioral influence.
on views that identify emotions as judgments or perceptions, since judgments and perceptions do
normally have a systematic, object-driven influence on behavior.21

3.2.2 Affect as Information

The psychological work on misattributed emotions is fairly well-known among
psychologists and among philosophers interested in psychology. Using the criterion presented
above, I will investigate how this literature bears on the question of whether emotions have
objects. This section will begin with a classic paper which helps to raise the relevant questions,
before moving on to a recent paper which is better suited to resolving them. I make no effort to
provide a systematic review of the misattribution literature. I discuss these two papers because
they are the best available for investigating the relevant issues. The rest of the literature is
compatible with TYPE, just less well suited for distinguishing between TYPE and TOKEN.

Schwarz and Clore (1983) called random University of Illinois students and asked them
to rate their happiness and satisfaction. The calls varied in two respects. Participants were called
on either sunny or rainy days, and in some cases the caller described the survey as an
investigation of the effect of weather on mood, while in other cases they left out this information.
The participants who were called on sunny days reported greater well-being than those called on
rainy days, but the effect did not hold when the caller described the survey as related to the
weather.

21 See e.g. Solomon (1976) or Nussbaum (2001) for theories of emotions as judgments, and Prinz
On the basis of this experiment and others like it, Clore et al. (2001) developed the Affect-as-Information hypothesis (INFORMATION). 22 According to INFORMATION, “affective feelings influence judgments when they are experienced as reactions to what is being judged (p. 29).” They use the term ‘affective’, rather than ‘emotional’, to remain neutral between emotions, which they consider to have objects, and moods, which they think have diffuse objects or lack objects entirely (p. 32). When we are in an affective state we take that state to be informative about the world. Anger alerts us to offense, disgust to contamination, fear to danger, etc. However, we are somewhat selective about how we use that information. We only take an affective state to be informative about something that we encounter if that state occurred in reaction to that object. To put things differently, we only take affective states to be informative about their apparent intentional objects.

INFORMATION neatly explains the data from the weather study. Participants called on sunny days were more likely to be happy, and those called on rainy days were more likely to be sad. When they were asked about their lives in general, positive affect alerted them to benefit, negative affect to harm. However, among the participants who were told that the study was about the influence of weather on affect, many realized that the weather was responsible for their current highs or lows. As a result, INFORMATION predicts that they would ignore their current affect when forming a judgment about their lives in general, and the data bears this out.

In this study you can see the rudiments of the argument against TOKEN. Affective states do influence our judgments about some objects and not others. However, according to

22 A number of other studies have been done in the wake of Schwarz and Clore (1983) that are based on INFORMATION. For recent examples see Wheatley and Haidt (2005) and Schnall et al. (2008).
INFORMATION, the scope of an affective state’s influence is not determined by any features of the state itself. What matters is the *apparent* object of the affect. The same affective state either will or will not influence judgments about a particular, depending on whether the subject attributes the right intentional content to that state. Actual, as opposed to apparent, intentional objects of affective states serve no explanatory function in INFORMATION.

One might object that attributing an intentional object to an affective state is sufficient for it to have an object. However, this does not respect the distinction between appearance and reality with respect to the objects of intentional states. I might take myself to desire that $p$, when I actually desire that $q$ (where $q$ is not identical to $p$). My attributing to myself the desire that $p$ may influence my thought and behavior in ways that are specific to $p$, since that attribution is itself an intentional state that concerns $p$. However, we should distinguish the effects of that attribution from the effects of my actual desire, since they are distinct mental states. Even if I am entirely unaware of my desire that $q$, that desire should influence me in ways that concern $q$. Any state that is about an object will influence thought and behavior in ways that concern that object, regardless of whether the individual attributes the object to that state. This is just another way of expressing the criterion.

Based on this reasoning, the study gives us reason to doubt that affective states have objects. INFORMATION, as applied to this data, suggests that affective objects are fictions. It is as fictions that they are theoretically indispensable. Ironically, the originators of INFORMATION are themselves defenders of TOKEN. Clore et al. (2001) explicitly distinguishes between affective states that do and those that do not have objects. It is not clear
how they reconcile INFORMATION with TOKEN, since the evidence for INFORMATION seems to be evidence against TOKEN.

That said, it would be premature to reject TOKEN at this point. First of all, it is necessary to address the distinction between emotions and moods. In Schwarz and Clore (1984) the relevant affective states were elicited by good or bad weather. It is natural to suppose that weather would put participants in good or bad moods, and that moods, rather than emotions, were responsible for influencing participants’ judgments in that study. A critic might argue that INFORMATION is a good theory if you want to explain moods. If moods, as some suppose, do not have intentional objects, it is not necessary to posit such objects to explain their effect on judgment. Emotions, on the other hand, may have object-specific effects which are not captured by INFORMATION. This study is therefore unable to settle the issue of whether emotions have intentional objects. A successful critique of TOKEN would require a similar study where, given the way in which the affect was elicited, critics could not reasonably claim that moods, rather than emotions, were involved.

Aside from that issue, INFORMATION has additional shortcomings as an explanation of the misattribution data. In the next section I will discuss a study that highlights these shortcomings and suggests an alternative theory.

3.2.3 Discounting or Correcting

DeSteno et al. (2000) contains a number of studies, but this discussion will focus on study 4, where they compare INFORMATION with another similar theory. According to INFORMATION, when participants who are in an affective state consider an object, they
consider whether it is the intentional object of their affect. If they decide it is not, then they will ignore or discount their affect when forming judgments about that object. DeSteno et al. propose an alternative theory which involves correction, rather than discounting. According to their proposal (CORRECTION), when participants make judgments about a given object, affective states automatically influence that judgment. Participants then consider whether the object they are judging is the intentional object of their affect. If not, they adjust their judgment about the object to correct for the influence of the affect, which in such cases is seen as a harmful bias.

The end results of INFORMATION and CORRECTION are similar. When 1) participants take their affective states to be about token objects, and 2) participants are making judgments about those same objects, then and only then will those affective states influence their considered judgments. A considered judgement, for these purposes, is the judgement that results after any discounting or correcting has been done. The difference between the theories concerns how participants reach those considered judgments. According to CORRECTION, affective states have an automatic influence on judgment, and that influence occurs prior to participants attributing an object to their affect. INFORMATION, on the contrary, holds that affective states have no influence on judgment unless participants decide they should, and it only occurs after they attribute objects to those affective states.

DeSteno et al. (p. 408) designed their experiment based on the realization that emotion regulation requires work, and INFORMATION and CORRECTION differ over what sort of work individuals need to do in order to regulate their emotions. There is a personality scale, Need for Cognition (NFC), which measures an individual’s willingness or unwillingness to do
cognitive work. By observing the difference between participants with high (cognitively industrious) and low (cognitively lazy) levels of NFC, they can test the two models.

First, the experimenters induced anger, sadness or happiness by having participants describe events in their lives when they had strong emotions of that type. Note that contrary to Schwarz and Clore (1983), there is every reason to believe that this procedure would, at least initially elicit an emotion rather than a mood. Second, participants were given a questionnaire to test the effectiveness of the emotion-elicitation. Finally, they were asked how likely certain types of events were. For example, they might be asked, ‘Of the 50,000 students currently enrolled at Ohio State, how many will experience the death of a loved one (e.g., close relative, close friend) within the next year?’ or ‘Of the 20,000 people who will drive on U.S. highways today, how many will be sharply cutoff by another driver?’ (p. 415). Depending on how participants correct or discount, we would expect sadness to increase estimates of the likelihood of losses, anger of offenses, and happiness of benefits. These are considered ‘emotion-congruent’ effects: effects in which emotions (e.g. sadness) inflate estimates of the type of event that tends to elicit that kind of emotion (e.g. losses). All of the event-types from the third stage of the experiment involved losses, offenses, or benefits, so it was possible to compare the prevalence of these effects in high and low NFC participants.

Both INFORMATION and CORRECTION, as described above, predict that emotions will only influence considered judgments when the participants think that their emotions are about the subject matter of their judgments. Via discounting or correcting, participants should avoid emotion-congruent effects when their emotion is clearly not directed at the object of their task. The stages of the experiment were sequenced in such a way as to make it perfectly clear to
participants that they were made angry, sad or happy by thinking about the autobiographical events that they described, and that these emotions were unrelated to the estimates in the third stage of the study, so a naive version of either theory would predict that no emotion-congruent effects would be observed.

This is where cognitive effort becomes relevant. DeSteno and colleagues (p. 408) predicted, on the basis of CORRECTION, that participants with low NFC would demonstrate emotion-congruent effects. CORRECTION states that emotions automatically bias judgements, which are then corrected afterwards when necessary. Lazy, low NFC participants will not correct consistently and thoroughly, so their judgments should still reflect emotion-congruent biases. That is exactly what they found.

This alone would also be compatible with INFORMATION. Participants who are cognitively lazy might have a policy of assuming that emotions are directed at whatever they are currently considering. They would rarely bother to discount, and as a result, demonstrate emotion-congruent effects, as observed.

The more striking results concern participants with high NFC. In general, the cognitively industrious actually over-corrected. They gave lower, rather than higher, estimates of the likelihood of emotion-congruent events (p. 410). It is perfectly clear why, on the CORRECTION view, this would happen. First of all, according to CORRECTION, emotions influence judgments of emotion-congruent events automatically, and do so prior to any regulation by the participants. When participants decide that this influence is a harmful bias and decide to correct for it, there is no precise way for them to tell how strong a correction is required. Apparently
high NFC participants are prone to over-correct in that type of situation. This contrasts with low NFC participants, who tend to under-correct or fail to correct at all.

While defenders of INFORMATION can easily explain emotion-congruent biases in low NFC participants, they do not seem to have any way to account for emotion-incongruent biases in high NFC participants. According to INFORMATION, the way that you avoid bias is by discounting affect when making judgments. Perfect bias avoidance in this task would be reflected in a lack of any correlation between a participant’s current emotion and their performance in the task. Good but imperfect bias avoidance would be reflected in a small emotion-congruent bias. Only CORRECTION can explain emotion-incongruent biases.

CORRECTION supports the Type Influence Theory (TYPE). According to TYPE, different types of emotions influence our responses to different types of objects. This influence has two critical features: a) it does not discriminate between different objects of the same type, though it does discriminate between different types of objects, and b) it occurs automatically and involuntarily. In this study emotions inflated estimates of the likelihood of the types of events which elicit that emotion. That is certainly compatible with TYPE, but TYPE would be compatible with other type-specific influences as well.

We can see CORRECTION as a stronger version of TYPE. In addition to the features that are distinction of TYPE, CORRECTION adds a few of its own: c) unless the emotion influences judgment about a token object which is believed to be the object of the emotion, that influence will be considered a harmful bias, d) participants respond to apparent harmful biases via correction, and e) the degree of correction is in part a function of participants’ willingness to apply cognitive effort. This study supports the full version of CORRECTION, which includes
TYPE along with these additional commitments. The goal of this paper is to develop a case for TYPE, but the case for CORRECTION seems very strong as well.

In this section I discussed two studies from the emotion misattribution literature. The conventional interpretation of these studies is that participants are easily confused about the objects of their emotions. However, I argued that they actually demonstrate that emotions do not have objects.

3.2.4 Empirical Objections

In this section I will consider some objections that concern my interpretation of the empirical research. First of all, let us return to the distinction between emotions and moods. In part 3 I criticized TOKEN by appealing to Schwarz and Clore (1983). As was noted, in that study the weather may have produced either emotions or moods. We often talk about bad or good weather putting one in a bad or good mood. If only moods were involved, then it should be no surprise that the participants’ affective states do not seem to be directed at token objects.

However, that critique is not plausible when applied to DeSteno et al. (2000). In the study from that paper that I have discussed, affect is elicited by asking participants to recall episodes when they were sad, angry or happy. It is reasonable to assume that performing this task would cause participants to develop emotions of those kinds. Unless we have reason to suppose otherwise, we should also assume that it was in virtue of entering those emotions that the participants’ judgments were altered in the manner that was observed.

Some critics might acknowledge that participants in the study developed emotions, not moods. They might also accept that emotions have type-specific effects, as this study
demonstrates. However, these critics might claim that this is only a side-effect. Emotions, the argument goes, primarily have token-specific effects, but also have some type-specific side-effects. In this study only the side-effects are manifest, but that may be due to the peculiarity of the design.

This objection may be framed in a number of ways. In another version, the emotion itself is directed at the object, and therefore has token-specific effects, but it is accompanied by a mood, which is undirected. My mistake, on this view, is focusing on the indiscriminate effects of the mood, and losing sight of the emotion itself. I consider this to be equivalent to the primary effect/side-effect objection, since it posits distinct mental processes responsible for type-specific and token-specific effects.

This may be the most persuasive defense of TOKEN, and it is difficult to decisively refute. My critics and I agree that there is explanatory value in positing mental processes responsible for type-specific effects on judgment and behavior. In my view these processes are emotions, while my critics either view them as moods or as aspects of emotions. The question is whether we have any reason to posit an emotional process that produces token-specific effects, in addition to the afore-mentioned type-specific effects. I have argued that the type-specific effects, plus correction processes which are due to distinct states, do all of the explanatory work. With such a good side-effect, who needs a primary-effect?

Of course, my argument so far has focused exclusively on two psychological experiments. Perhaps we do need to posit additional token-specific processes to explain our emotional responses outside of the laboratory. The goal of the rest of the paper is to argue that my view does in fact have the power to explain normal emotional behavior. It may seem as
though we need objects to explain emotions, but that is because so few have tried to do the explanatory work without them.

Before leaving the laboratory, I will address one more alternative to my interpretation of the data. There is a theory of emotions which goes back to Schachter and Singer (1962), according to which emotions have two elements. One element is undifferentiated arousal, and the other is an attribution, in which participants take themselves to be in one sort of emotion or another. Since the arousal is undifferentiated, the attribution is wholly responsible for distinguishing between types of emotions, and for causing an emotion to be directed at its object.

More recently, social constructivists such as Russell (2003) and Barrett (2006) have argued for something quite similar. Russell and Barrett refer to the first element as core affect, and claim that it only varies in valence and degree of arousal. The other element, as with Schachter’s theory, involves labeling the affect, and is also responsible for the emotion having an intentional object. Russell and Barrett are social constructivists because they argue that the labels we use for types of emotions are a function of our cultural experiences. The only innate elements are arousal, valence, and the conceptual resources we use to label them. TYPE has some similarities to Russell’s and Barrett’s views. What TYPE calls the emotion is similar to what they call core affect, and the process from CORRECTION in which participants attribute an object to their emotion is like the conceptual element in the Russell/Barrett theory.

However, TYPE (and therefore CORRECTION) differs from the social constructivist views in two main respects. First, TYPE denies that emotions only vary with respect to valence and arousal. Fear and anger, for example, are both high-arousal negative-valence emotions, and
they have different effects on judgement (Lerner & Keltner 2001). This difference between fear
and anger seems to be independent of any attribution process.23

Second, Russell and Barrett consider the attribution (the conceptual element) to be part of
the emotion, while TYPE considers it to be distinct. If you include the attribution in the emotion
then TYPE would be false, since the correction, which is based on the attribution, leads to token-
specific effects. However, there is no good reason to individuate emotions in this way. The
emotion (which is roughly equivalent in the constructivist model to core-affect) and the
attribution operate independently of one another, and often even in opposition. They are initiated
at different times, and have different causal powers. According to CORRECTION, we use
attributions help us determine whether we should correct for the effects of an emotion. If you
consider the attribution to be part of the emotion, then what we are doing is using part of the
emotion to decide whether to correct for the other part of the emotion. There is no principled way
of individuating mental states which would include the attribution within the emotion.

__________________________

23 I will not make any commitment, at this point, about how we should individuate emotions. The two
main options in the psychological literature are to add additional dimensions in the manner of
appraisal theories (see Elsworth & Scherer 2003) or to posit some number of basic emotions in the
manner of Paul Ekman (1992).
3.3 Philosophical Responses

3.3.1 Explaining Appearances

In the preceding sections I have presented empirical reasons for denying TOKEN. However, in our daily lives we frequently attribute objects to our emotions. If I cannot explain why we make this error, critics could fairly suggest that it is not an error after all. I will argue that we ordinarily attribute emotional objects for a wide range of reasons. In developing my explanation I will appeal to four contributing factors: the conflation of occurrent and dispositional states, the salience of emotion-elicitors, the need to comply with social norms, and the utility of selective suppression more generally.

The first source of error is that we often conflate occurrent and dispositional states of all kinds, including emotions. Dispositional fear is not, strictly speaking, fear. It is just a disposition to enter into a state of fear. The systems that elicit emotions in different people respond to different things. My fear-eliciting system is highly sensitive to the perception or vivid imagination of spiders. To speak more colloquially, I am afraid of spiders. It is natural to describe dispositional fear in object-directed terms. However, this does not mean that fear itself is an object-directed state. My occurrent state of fear, whether it is elicited by spiders or heights, will have the same effects on my subsequent responses.²⁴

---

²⁴ Demian Whiting (2011, p.10) gives a similar response as part of his own argument that emotions do not have objects. Otherwise his arguments are quite different than the ones in this paper, relying primarily on his interpretation of emotional phenomenology.
It may seem that I am walking into a familiar trap. Anthony Kenny (1963, p. 72) argued that the object of an emotion is not always its cause. After all, sometimes we seem to be afraid of future events, which cannot cause anything in the present. Deonna and Scherer (2010, p. 45) provide a different type of example: “My fear of the elephant may have been caused by rumors concerning its having escaped the zoo. Here the object of my fear is still the elephant, but the cause is the rumors.” I argued that one source of TOKEN is that we notice the eliciting conditions of emotions, and take the emotions to be about, in an intentional sense, the elicitors. But this strategy seems unable to deal with cases where the apparent object of the emotion is different from its cause.

My solution is actually the same one that Kenny (p. 72) attributes to Descartes. We do not take emotions to be about their causes. Instead, we take emotions to be about the objects of the mental states that elicit them. We notice that spider-representations elicit fear, so we take ourselves to be afraid of spiders. This takes care of emotions that are apparently about the future, since in those cases the emotions are elicited by representations concerning the future. As for the elephant case, the fear seems to be directed at the elephant because it was caused by imagining a runaway elephant rampaging through town. Kenny (p. 73), in rejecting this solution, said, “If the relation between an emotion and its object were one of effect to cause, then it would be only by induction and tentative hypothesis that one knew on any particular occasion what one was afraid of or excited about. But this is sometimes obviously untrue.” The empirical evidence that I have presented suggests that we do, in fact, attribute objects to emotions via induction and tentative hypothesis, and that our confidence in these attributions is misplaced.
Second, the object that elicits an emotion is in some cases the only present object of a type that is salient to that emotion. Imagine that David is typing away at his desk when he notices a giant hairy spider. Seeing the spider will elicit fear, which will make him more sensitive to any apparent danger. Since the spider is the only dangerous-seeming thing in his environment, the effect of his emotion will only be manifest in his response to the spider. It will seem as though his fear influences him in a way that is specific to the spider, which is also the object of the perception which elicited that fear. This sort of case reinforces Kenny’s intuition that we immediately know the objects of our emotions. In fact, the evidence I have presented suggests that David’s fear would have increased his sensitivity to any other apparent dangers, if he were exposed to any.

Since I deny that emotions have targeted effects, it may seem as though I cannot explain targeted motivational behavior. We need to explain why David would flee the spider if his fear were not directed at that spider. However, we should not overlook the motivational role played by desires. Setting fear aside, most of us desire to avoid bodily harm. If I am driving a car at a moderate speed, I will avoid wrenching the wheel over in a way that would send me crashing into a tree or into oncoming traffic. I avoid doing this even when I am in a state of deep relaxation, listening to music as I drive. When I am in a state of fear, like David in the spider example, my desire to avoid any apparent dangers will be magnified, but the only kind of token-specific motivational state we need to appeal to is desire. Fear magnifies my desire not to be harmed, and that desire, along with my beliefs about which actions will lead to avoiding hard, explains why I perform one action rather than another.
We can clarify this point by considering an analogy between emotions and drives such as hunger and thirst. We sometimes say things like “I’m hungry for a big bowl of ice cream,” which on the face of it implies that states of hunger can be directed at types of food. However, we do not take these claims at face value. Hunger is just a mechanism that regulates our general desire to eat. Instead, when we say that we are hungry for ice cream, we really mean that we desire ice cream, and that desire is strengthened by (among other factors) a global state of hunger. Anyone who has ever attempted to maintain a diet is well aware that our desire to eat appealing foods can persist in the absence of actual hunger. Likewise, fear globally strengthens our desire to avoid danger, but that desire persists in the absence of fear.

Third, attributing objects to our emotions helps us comply with social norms. Susan may have a contentious argument with Janet, and then encounter Sue, who makes a mildly obnoxious comment. Anger causes all offensive things to seem more offensive, so Susan will find it difficult to be as tolerant of Sue as she normally would be. It may seem perfectly appropriate at that moment to respond tersely or with a sarcastic remark, but if she does so, the hostility of her behavior will be out of proportion to Sue’s offense. Showing a bit of anger now and then is seen as normal, reflecting strength and passion. However, people who let their anger at one person color their responses to others just end up looking like jerks. In order to avoid looking like a jerk without suppressing our anger entirely, we need to attribute objects to our states of anger, and suppress our responses accordingly.

It would be natural to describe this norm by saying that if you are angry at one person, you should not take out that anger on someone else. This description presumes that states of anger are, at least in some cases, directed at people. However, it is possible to describe this norm
by appealing to the etiology of the anger rather than its object: if a state of anger is elicited in
response to a thought about \( p \), then it is inappropriate to act towards \( q \) in a way that is influenced
by that anger, unless \( q \) is suitably related to \( p \). This description even preserves the force of the
norm. If someone makes you angry,\(^2\) then given human nature, they should expect you to
respond forcefully, perhaps out of proportion to the original offense. The acceptability of that
response will depend on the context. However, if you are angry, and you are interacting with
someone who was not responsible for making you angry, then it would be unfair for them to deal
with your belligerent behavior under almost any context.

This point becomes more clear when we consider the norms governing moods. When we
encounter someone who is in a bad mood, the norms are much the same as encountering
someone who is angry, in cases where we played no relevant role in the etiology of that anger.
Out of prudence and sensitivity we step lightly around such people. At the same time, we
consider it inappropriate when they do lash out at us without our doing anything to deserve it.
This shows that these norms do not rely in any critical way on emotions having intentional
objects.

Fourth, attributions can help us identify when to suppress an emotional response that will
interfere with the task at hand. Emotions can be beneficial because they get us in the right
mindset to address certain kinds of problems or opportunities. However, a mindset that is
appropriate for addressing one situation may not be helpful when dealing with another. If Joanne
loses a job she will become sad, which will make her reflective and risk-averse (Lerner and
Keltner 2001; and Bodenhausen et al. 1994). This response is appropriate when dealing with the

\(^2\) To be precise: if representations of them make you angry...
aspect of her life in which he suffered the loss, but general moroseness might lead her to pass up opportunities for growth or pleasure. Joanne, by attributing her sadness to the loss of her job, sets the groundwork for suppressing the symptoms of her sadness when dealing with other issues. We attribute objects to our emotions because they do not really have them. Our emotional responses are indiscriminate, so we need to discriminate.

3.3.2 Objections from Philosophical Theory

I will finish by considering a pair of additional objections that would likely occur to philosophers working on emotion. As in the last section, my replies are quite brief, and further moves could be made on both sides. Consider this a sketch, rather than a full treatment, of how TYPE can address issues that are found in the literature.

First, one might argue that emotions have intentional objects by appealing to the semantics of emotion ascriptions. As Graham Forbes (1997) puts it, ‘Lex Luthor is afraid of Superman’ is true, but ‘Lex Luthor is afraid of Clark Kent’ is false. Intentional state terms like ‘believes’ and ‘desires’ create opaque contexts. Emotion terms also create opaque contexts, so it is natural to suppose that emotions are themselves intentional states.

Graeme Forbes begins his explanation of opacity in transitive verbs by suggesting that, ‘Luthor fears Superman, so-labelled, but not Clark, so-labelled’ (Forbes 1997, p. 10). This analysis seems to be correct, as long as Luthor’s fear of Superman is understood to be a dispositional emotion. When we talk about emotions in a dispositional sense, we are interested in their elicitation conditions, so the elicitation conditions of an emotion determine the truth values of sentences that describe them. Since it is possible for ‘Superman’-representations to
elicit fear in an individual for whom ‘Clark Kent’-representations do not, ‘is afraid of’ can create an opaque context. Occurrent states of fear, however they are elicited, do not have objects.

Second, Deonna and Scherer (2010 p. 48) argue that emotions have objects by appealing to utility:

“Why should this important mechanism be so strongly affected by transient noise? Would it not seem more reasonable to assume that emotions are elicited and differentiated by the judgment or appraisal of what philosophers have called the ‘intentional object’ and that conscious feeling reflects the content of appraisal as well as its mental and bodily consequences, in particular, adaptive action tendencies?”

I have two responses to this objection. First, we have empirical evidence showing that emotions really are strongly affected by transient noise, and no evidence that adaptive action tendencies are directed exclusively at intentional objects. A satisfactory theory will not only explain the utility of emotions, but also the respects in which that utility is limited.

Second, states with only type-specific effects can still do a great deal of good. DeSteno et al. (2000) argue persuasively that we use correction processes to limit useless or harmful effects. As long as we are willing to devote the necessary cognitive resources, we can have the next best thing to truly token-specific effects. But even unfiltered type-specific effects can be useful. Emotions are often fleeting, and they are often elicited by perceptions of people or things in our immediate proximity, or thoughts about people or things that are not present, but which require immediate attention. If we assume that emotions are most likely to be useful when they influence our response to \( p \), where \( p \) is the intentional object of the state which elicited that emotion, we
should expect emotions to be useful much of the time. The effects that are documented in the missattribution literature are of great theoretical interest, but they are produced under highly contrived circumstances, so it is easy to exaggerate the scope of their practical importance.

3.4 Conclusion

The goal of this chapter was to argue that emotions do not have particular objects, and to do so without relying on the inter-systemic view. This may lead to some confusion, so I will conclude by connecting the terminology that I develop in different chapters.

In this chapter I discussed the effects of emotions on judgment, since those were the effects measured by the most relevant psychological research. My conclusion was that emotions influence broad types of judgements, rather than judgments directed at some particular object. This is, at least superficially, distinct from the generic impulses that I discussed in the previous chapters, since those influence broad types of desires.

My hypothesis is that these are two sides of the same coin. Anger changes judgments about offenses because it temporarily increases our aversion to them. Fear changes our judgments about dangers because it temporarily makes us less willing to tolerate them. Similarly, when we correct for the effects of emotion on our judgment, which I have argued we sometimes do, we are indirectly correcting for the effects on our desires. The generic impulse influenced our desire which in turn influenced our judgment, and if we think that this generic impulse was not relevant to the subject matter of our judgment, we will consider that influence to be a harmful bias.
On one level, this proposal requires a great deal more explanation. Ultimately I hope to explore further how desires mediate this influence on judgment. However, in the meantime the arguments in this paper are useful for supporting the inter-systemic view in a more general manner. If emotions did, through their influence on judgment, manifest that they have particular objects, then that would directly contradict the inter-systemic view. In the meantime there is further work to done to integrate all of the evidence, but no smoking gun.
Chapter 4: Looking for Emotions in the Brain

4.1 Introduction

It is taken for granted in the literature on consciousness that while many brain areas are active during episodes of conscious experience, only some of these should be identified as the regions where conscious experience is actually located. There is a long-standing, sophisticated, and interdisciplinary debate over which regions are the neural correlates of consciousness.\textsuperscript{26} In the literature on emotions and their neural basis there is not yet a comparable debate.

Casual familiarity with contemporary research might give the impression that we already know where to find emotions: areas such as the amygdala, ventromedial prefrontal cortex (VMPFC), anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) or insula. There is plenty of evidence linking these brain areas to emotions, just as there is plenty of evidence linking a wide range of brain areas to consciousness. Identifying these links does not settle the debate about where to locate emotions any more than it does it the case of consciousness. It only provides us with the material we need to begin the debate in earnest.

In this chapter I will identify two theoretical challenges for locating emotions in brain regions. First, we need to develop a method for distinguishing between affective states such

\textsuperscript{26} See e.g. Crick and Koch (2003), Block (2007), and Lau and Rosenthal (2011).
as emotions and moods, on the one hand, and conative states such as desires and aversions, on the other. Affective and conative states are both implicated in motivating action, and they seem to be causally interrelated. We cannot use empirical evidence to locate emotions unless we know how to empirically distinguish emotions from desires.

Second, we often identify emotions by their bodily expressions. Neuroscientists in particular tend to use this method, since rats and monkeys are frequently their research subjects. If an animal undergoes certain bodily changes, it is reasonably safe to assume that it has entered an emotional state, so it is natural to infer that brain areas that are critical for producing those bodily changes have some relation to emotions. However, in order to assign a more specific role to such a brain area, it is necessary to develop a theory of the role that bodily changes play in emotional episodes. A number of such theories have been proposed, and they have radically different implications.

The goal of this chapter is to clearly characterize these challenges, and propose general strategies for addressing them. For that reason, I am going to focus almost exclusively on two brain areas, the VMPFC and amygdala. I chose these areas because they are frequently discussed as emotion-areas, especially in the well-publicized research familiar to philosophers, and some of the research on these areas highlights the theoretical challenges that I will discuss. Similar challenges arise for interpreting the role of other brain regions, but I will not address them here.

In section 2 I will set up a framework for distinguishing affective and conative states, which I will connect with the reinforcement learning framework that is pervasive in affective neuroscience. In section 3 I will begin to address some of the most prominent findings, primarily those that associate activity in the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (VMPFC) with emotions, but
also the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC). I will argue that these findings supply the wrong sort of evidence for locating emotions in the brain, and that they may tell us more about desires than they do about emotions. In section 4 I will turn to the amygdala. After reviewing some neuroscience research, I will explore the ways in which interpretation of those findings depends on theories of how emotions relate to bodily changes. I will argue that the evidence is compatible with the view that emotions are constituted, at least in part, by peripheral states.

4.2 From Folk Psychology to Affective Neuroscience

Joseph LeDoux (2012, p. 653) asks in a recent critique of the affect neuroscience literature,

If we don’t have an agreed-upon definition of emotion that allows us to say what emotion is, and how emotion differs from other psychological states, how can we study emotion in animals or humans, and how can we make comparisons between species?

His answer, “that we fake it,” is blunt but not unfair. For example, a review of the neuroscience of emotion by Rudolf Cardinal and colleagues (2002) begins by discussing the difficulty of defining emotions, and distinguishing them from other mental processes. The authors conclude, “Consequently, it is useful to consider under the umbrella of emotion those neural processes by which an animal judges and represents the value of something in the world, and responds accordingly (Cardinal et al. 2002, p. 322). This exhibits just the sort of error that LeDoux criticizes, defining emotions in a way that includes diverse mental phenomena that require different theoretical treatment.
Specifically, their approach risks conflating emotion with two other classes of mental states: purely cognitive evaluative judgment27 (PCEJ) and desire. By ‘PCEJ’ I mean an ordinary judgment in virtue of which we attribute positive or negative value, moral or otherwise. Looking at a work of art, I might consider it beautiful without being moved; reading about a crime in the newspaper, I might consider it horrible without being horrified; observing someone perform an act of kindness, I might consider the act admirable without admiring the actor for doing it.

Judgements in which I apply value-laden predicates such as ‘beautiful’, ‘horrible’, or ‘admirable’ count as evaluative. However, the only evaluative feature of these judgments is that they apply a certain class of predicates, so we should distinguish them from the affective and conative states that are frequently elicited by beautiful, horrible, or admirable things. It follows, of course, that we should distinguish their neural bases as well.

I will not discuss PCEJ’s any further in this paper, to better focus on the distinction between emotions and desires. ‘Desire’ can refer to a number of different things. Sometimes it refers to a state of lust or appetite, which might be classified as an emotion or a drive. However, in what follows I will not use ‘desire’ in those ways. In my usage, to desire is simply to want something, as when we want to eat pretzels, want to get a good grade on an assignment, or want our hair to be arranged in a certain way. In addition to positive desires, as in the examples above,

27 I would like to thank a reviewer for suggesting that I discuss evaluative judgments in this context.
there are also negative desires, which are sometimes called aversions. One might be averse to smelling sulfur, being laughed at, or paying high ATM fees.28

We all have countless idiosyncratic desires that make up our personal taste, but there are also whole classes of desires which tend to be very similar between individuals. For example, we desire to avoid bodily harm or contamination. There is debate over whether desires essentially motivate action, or whether they have some other essential feature, such as the production of pleasure or the facilitation of learning.29 However, whatever one’s view about the essential nature of desire, the most direct behavioral evidence about an individual’s desires will come from what they strive to get and what they strive to avoid. In general, people strive to avoid bodily harm or contamination, which provides evidence about certain classes of desires.

However, there is significant overlap between the behavioral profiles of certain types of emotions and desires. Again, there are disputes about the essential features of emotions. Emotions are characterized by various theorists as judgment-like propositional attitudes, structured appraisals, or bodily perceptions. Despite this diversity of views, few theorists would deny that occurrent states of fear motive us to avoid harm, and occurrent states of disgust motivate us to avoid contamination. It would be possible to characterize the motivational profile of each type of emotion. The problem is that the motivational profile of each emotion-type also

28 One view is that aversions are just desires for something not to be the case. An aversion to paying high ATM fees, on this view, is just a desire not to pay high ATM fees. Schroeder (2004) and Sinhababu (2009) both defend the contrary view, that aversion is a distinct kind of mental state. It is not important, for present purposes, to settle this issue. I will typically use ‘desire’ for both positive and negative desires, remaining neutral about whether they are different in any significant way.

29 See Schroeder 2004 for a discussion of different theories of desire.
seems to fit a class of desires. If we are going to interpret empirical research that bears on motivation, we need a strategy distinguishing between desires and emotions.

### 4.2.1 Methodology

Before presenting my preferred strategy for solving that problem, I will briefly describe my general approach to applying folk-psychological terminology. Empirical investigation tells us about the different sorts of states that influence the production of action, and how they interact with each other. Pretend for the sake of simplicity that the sciences provide a unified catalog of motivational states, with their functional roles specified but without folk-psychological labels. Given this catalog, a theorist might wonder which, if any, of these states we should label ‘desire’ or ‘emotion’.

My approach is to focus on the influence that folk-psychological terminology has on scientific theory. We are accustomed to applying these terms according to implicit folk-psychological rules, so when we use them as labels for states in our scientific theory, there will tend to be spillover. Unless the folk terms that we apply seem arbitrary, like ‘charm’ for a variety of quark, we will be tempted to make inferences about the states based on their functional role in folk psychology. This is not entirely inevitable. We can, in our scientific theory, explicitly capture divergences between the inferences about emotions that are sanctioned by folk psychology and those that are sanctioned by our revisionary scientific theory. However, given the natural tendency for inferential spillover, it is beneficial to use folk-psychological terms for states of our scientific theory when there is significant similarity between the functional roles posited by folk psychology and our scientific theory.
For this reason, I will reserve terms like ‘desire’ and ‘emotion’ for whichever states will maximize the benefits, and minimize the harms that result from this spillover. We do not, of course, have available fully specified characterizations of folk psychology, or a fully developed, empirically based functional model of motivation. Given the tools available, I will introduce an example that illustrates two important features of how folk-psychology distinguishes between emotions and desires. In part three of this chapter, I will argue that attention to these features produces an unorthodox interpretation of neuroscience findings.

4.2.2 Desires and Emotions

Jane is calmly driving to work. She steers her car in such a way that it stays within the lanes, never heading off of the road or into oncoming traffic. Why does she do this? Fear does not play any ineliminable role, since I can stipulate that Jane is not in a state of fear throughout her drive. It is true that she is in some sense afraid of crashing her car. However, this is a dispositional, rather than an occurrent fear. I am in an occurrent state of fear if I am, right now, afraid. Dispositional fear is just a disposition to enter a state of fear. Jane’s having this dispositional fear just amounts to the fact that she would likely become afraid if she thought that she were in danger of crashing. Being an experienced driver, she rarely has the impression that she is in any danger when she is at the wheel, so this disposition is irrelevant most of the time.

The folk explain Jane’s behavior by positing that she has a strong, occurrent desire to avoid crashing. Desires, like emotions, come in occurrent and dispositional varieties. It is plausible to suppose that most of us dispositionally desire to avoid crashing a car, since whenever we are aware that crashing a car is a relevant possibility we desire not to do so. Jane
has this desire when she drives, since crashing is a relevant possibility when driving, and this desire explains her danger-avoidance. In her case, this desire is so effective at motivating safe behavior that she does not become occurrently afraid. Therefore in my story she has an occurrent desire to avoid crashing but does not enter an occurrent state of fear.30

Extrapolating from this example, we can develop a general picture of when related emotions and desires are elicited. I’ll begin with harm-aversion and fear, before generalizing further. If subject s believes occurrently or dispositionally that event e would constitute harm, then s has a dispositional desire to avoid e, and a dispositional fear of e. If the subjective likelihood of e passes a threshold a, then s develops an occurrent desire to avoid e. If the subjective likelihood of e passes threshold b, where b is higher than a, then s will enter an occurrent state of fear. It is plausible to suppose that when the subjective likelihood of e passes threshold b, the desire that was elicited at threshold a plays a role in eliciting the emotion.

A similar pattern may hold for other emotion-types, and the desires that are involved in their elicitation. A low subjective likelihood of contamination, public failure, or insult would elicit desires to avoid these events, and if the subjective likelihood rises sufficiently, those desires would contribute to the elicitation of disgust, shame, or anger respectively. In my calm-driving example the desire to avoid harm is effective enough that fear is never elicited. Similarly, we can

30 It may seem odd to posit a desire to avoid crashing to explain Jane’s behavior, since that would intuitively have a distinctive mental quality (Mikko Salmela, personal communication). On my view, which I will not defend here, desires do not intrinsically have mental qualities. It often seems as though we feel our desire because the satisfaction or frustration of that desire, or the mere anticipation of the desire’s satisfaction or frustration, elicits an emotion. The emotion, in those cases, is what we feel, but since Jane’s desire does not elicit an emotion, she has no such experience.
all think of cases where we successfully avoid contamination, public failure or insult because of various kinds of effective desires.

It is important to note that the subjective likelihood of event e does not need to be consistent with s’s reflective judgment about the probability of the event. As Tamar Gendler (2008) has emphasized, there is often a contradiction between reflective judgment and other assertoric states, and in those cases the emotion will often be elicited by those other states.

The calm-driving example illustrates that there are cases of harm avoidance where the folk posit a desire, rather than a state of fear. It is reasonable to take a revisionary approach if it turns out that these theoretical posits fail. I will argue that neuroscientists are frequently interpreting their results in a manner that deviates from folk usage, and that in some cases this deviation results from confusion over how to use terms such as ‘emotion’, rather than from a deliberate revisionary strategy.

To summarize: there is no type of motivation, either to approach or avoid, that by itself counts as evidence of an occurrent emotion. Instead, we ordinarily identify an occurrent emotion by observing a temporary, general change in the strength of certain types of motivations. Other emotions work just as well as fear to illustrate this point. Punishing a transgression, by itself, merely demonstrates a desire to punish that transgression. However, if Joe demonstrates a temporary increase in his desire to punish transgressions, and that effect holds across unrelated transgressions, then we have reason to believe that Joe is angry.
4.2.3 Reward and Punishment

One of the problems that arises in theorizing about the neuroscience of emotion is that the experiments are difficult to interpret using concepts that are typically deployed in philosophical theories. This literature relies heavily on Pavlovian and operant conditioning paradigms, which are primarily familiar to philosophers from the bad old days of behaviorism.

Theories of reinforcement learning have progressed a great deal since Skinner. Computational neuroscientists now match reinforcement learning models to activity in the brain, so this is not a behaviorist research program. However, the core concepts that researchers use in designing and interpreting this research include reward, punishment, association, and reinforcement. Neuroscientists use this research to explain emotions, but this type of interpretation is plainly theory-laden. Philosophers do not uncritically accept theoretical moves made by other philosophers, so it is not clear why we should be less critical of neuroscientists. In the next section I will begin to examine this research and its interpretation in detail, but first I will consider how one could even begin to give a philosophical interpretation of this type of research.

I have argued that we cannot study the neuroscience of emotion without considering how emotion relates to desire. This may seem like a burden, but it actually ends up as a benefit, as it is easier to understand how emotions relate to reward through the lens of desire. Timothy


Schroeder expands upon a prior theory developed in Dretske (1988).
Schroeder developed a theory of desire and aversion in terms of reward and punishment. I will not endorse his theory as is, but it is a useful starting point for developing my own approach.

Before discussing his theory, it is necessary to explain some terminology. Psychologists and neuroscientists consider a reward to be something that we will perform arbitrary work to get, and a punishment to be something that we will perform arbitrary work to avoid (Rolls 2005, p. 2). If when presented with buttons A and B, you will push whichever button you think will dispense a can of soda, then getting soda is a reward for you. If you will press whichever button you think will prevent you from receiving an electric shock, then receiving an electric shock is a punishment for you. Rewards and punishments are considered reinforcers, since they reinforce the performance of certain behaviors and discourage the performance of others. According to theories of reinforcement learning, we are constantly monitoring the conditions under which reinforcers are present or absent, which are known as reinforcement contingencies. We associate reinforcers with the actions and stimuli that predict their presence, and we use the occurrence of these associated phenomena to predict future presence or absence of reinforcers.

According to Schroeder’s reward theory of desire, a desires that p if representations of p function as reward representations in a’s system for learning reward contingencies, and a is averse to p if representations of p function as punishment representations in that system (Schroeder 2004, p. 131). Angela desires that the Portland Trailblazers will win if she is sensitive to any factors that seem to bear on whether Portland will win, including any factors that may be under her control. Specifically, she will monitor these factors in a manner that is consistent with
the models developed by computational neuroscientists. Schroeder takes conformity to these models of reinforcement learning to be the only necessary feature of desiring that Portland win.

If Schroeder is right, we can use computational theories of reinforcement learning to locate desires in the brain. Whatever region of the brain is responsible for the fact that \( p \) is a reward for \( a \) is also responsible for the fact that \( a \) desires that \( p \). Similarly, whatever region makes \( p \) a powerful reward for \( a \) makes \( a \)’s desire for \( p \) a strong desire. There is a great deal of research on the neural systems that subserve the processing of reward and punishment, so Schroeder’s theory makes locating desires in the brain fairly straightforward.

Of course this only works if you accept his theory. There are multiple alternative theories of desire in the literature, but non-specialists are likely to think of desires as states that motivate action. Schroeder thinks that desires typically do motivate action, but he thinks that this is a contingent feature. The only necessary feature of desires, on his view, is that we calculate in a certain manner the contingencies under which they will be satisfied. It may seem counter-intuitive that prediction, rather than motivation, is the essential feature of desires. Schroeder has replies to both of these critiques. However, for present purposes it is unnecessary to evaluate their effectiveness. What we need is a way of interpreting reinforcement learning data in terms of either emotions or desire. Schroeder’s reward theory of desire provides a way to do this, but a weakened, more easily defended version of his theory would also serve that purpose well enough.

Recall that psychologists consider \( p \) to be a reward for \( a \) if \( a \) will do arbitrary work to get \( p \). Critics of Schroeder’s theory would be likely to accept the following: if \( a \) (positively) desires

---

33 See, e.g. Smith 1987.
that p, and a believes that the best way to make it the case that p is to w, then ceteris paribus, a
will be disposed to w. That is enough for p to count as a reward, given the psychological
definition. Perhaps not all rewards are the objects of desires, but the objects of desires are all
rewards. To be more precise, the weak reward theory accepts that if a desires that p then p is a
reward for a, but does not assert the converse. Likewise, it holds that the objects of our aversions
are all punishments, but does not claim that all punishments are objects of aversions.

Critics who insist that desires are motivational states should be satisfied, since the feature
of desires that I appeal to in my argument is their motivational role. The worry that some reward
processing is too primitive to count as desire is also no longer relevant. There may be states that
fall short of desires that motivate a to make it the case that p, but the weak reward theory does
not deny this. It is only committed to the claim that when a does desire that p, a will be disposed,
ceteris paribus, to perform any action that will make it the case that p. Schroeder would not be
entirely satisfied, since he thinks that the motivation of action is a contingent feature of desires.
However, the systems that implement the type of learning that Schroeder identifies with desire
do tend to motivate action.

This theory is almost as useful as Schroeder’s strong reward theory for locating desires in
the brain. We cannot say that any region in the brain which is responsible for p being a reward
for a thereby is responsible for a’s desire that p, since this might be the location of reward-
processing which falls short of desire. However, only brain regions that contribute to p being a
reward for a are candidates for being the location of a’s desire that p. That narrows the search
considerably. We can narrow the search for desires in the brain to regions that are responsible for
reinforcement.
4.3 The Ventromedial Prefrontal Cortex

4.3.1 Damasio and Somatic Markers

With these theoretical tools available, I will now turn to the empirical evidence. The ventromedial prefrontal cortex (VMPFC) is considered to be a significant emotion-center in the brain. The VMPFC, as the name suggests, is located in the lower-middle part of the prefrontal cortex. The most famous research on the VMPFC and emotion was performed by Antoine Bechara and Antonio Damasio (Bechara et al. 1994). They observed that patients with VMPFC lesions had normal cognitive abilities as measured by available tests, but still demonstrated poor decision-making outside of the lab. In order to explain this discrepancy the researchers developed the Iowa Gambling Task. In this task, participants are given a choice of four decks of cards. In each round they must take a card from one of the decks, and depending on the card they gain or lose different amounts of money. The cards in two of the decks offer high gains or high losses, with losses that on average outweigh the gains, and the cards in the other decks offer lower gains or lower losses, with gains that on average outweigh the losses.

Participants without brain damage eventually figure out the differences between the decks, but even before they can articulate what those differences are they demonstrate a preference for the good decks. During this stage of beneficial behavior without an explicit understanding, normal participants demonstrate increased skin conductivity prior to selecting cards from the bad decks. Skin conductivity is a symptom of autonomic arousal, which in turn is associated with a variety of emotional states. Patients with VMPFC damage performed much
worse at the task. They persisted in picking cards from the high-risk, high-reward deck. Unlike the other participants, they never demonstrated increased skin conductivity in advance of selecting cards from either deck.

The interpretation that Bechara et al. (1994) developed, and which Damasio (1994) subsequently popularized, is that VMPFC patients suffer from an emotional deficit. In advance of choosing a card, normal participants make an implicit judgment of the outcome. Although this judgment is not available to consciousness, it has the power to elicit an emotion. Damasio, who is a follower of William James (1922), believes that during emotional episodes we undergo distinctive bodily changes, and he identifies emotional experience with the perception of those changes. When healthy participants consider selecting from the bad deck, they 1) implicitly judge that choosing from that deck would be bad, 2) undergo a negative emotion in response to considering that prospect, which they associate with that action, and then 3) that association discourages them from selecting cards from the bad deck. VMPFC damage prevents the elicitation of certain negative emotions, so VMPFC patients are not discouraged from selecting cards from the bad deck.

This story generalizes beyond the laboratory. According to Damasio, emotions play a critical role in helping us make decisions. When we consider a course of action we typically enter an emotional state which is a function of the anticipated consequences of that action. For example, if we anticipate harm we might enter into a state of fear, and if we anticipate a benefit we might enter into a state of joy. These emotional feelings are then associated with the possible action. He calls this the somatic marker theory, because alternatives are marked with associated somatic or bodily feelings.
The process of producing these somatic markers could be considered a full body loop, because it involves the brain affecting the body, after which a perceptual state in the brain responds to that bodily change. It would be relatively costly to perceptibly alter the body any time that an action is considered, so this is an obvious shortcoming of Damasio’s theory. He dealt with this objection by suggesting that in some cases we do not enter into a full loop. Instead, we sometimes just imagine the feeling we would have if we did enter into the emotion that we associate with that consequence. He calls these imagined feelings ‘as-if body loops’, since we are only imagining the bodily change that would take place in a full body loop (1994, p. 184).

Damasio posits that VMPFC stores our associations between possible consequences and different types of emotions. When patients with VMPFC damage consider a given action they do not enter an emotional state or even an as-if loop. This means that they cannot use somatic markers to compare different possible actions, and they end up making worse decisions. It turns out that their decisions are much worse, which for Damasio is evidence that emotions are more important, and more beneficial, than we normally realize.

This theory has some intuitive appeal. For example, people often experience a sinking feeling in their stomach or a tightness in their chest when they consider doing something dangerous or potentially harmful. It is plausible that these feelings help deter us from making terrible mistakes. At the same time, there are empirical reasons to be dubious of this picture. The main evidence that Damasio appeals to are correlations between VMPFC damage and 1) a lack of emotional arousal in advance of selecting from the bad deck on the Iowa Gambling Task, 2) persistently selecting cards from the bad deck on that task, and 3) making harmful decisions
outside of the laboratory. Damasio’s theory does connect the dots, but it is not clear that his is the best way to do it.

4.3.2 Rolls and Reinforcer Representation

Edmund Rolls (2005) has done extensive research on the VMPFC. Most prominently, he has recorded activity in individual VMPFC neurons in macaque monkeys as they respond to reinforcers. His research is best understood in the context of the neuroscience of perception, and our knowledge of the contribution to perception that are made by various brain regions. Different regions are involved for each sensory modality, but they follow the same general pattern. Earlier regions represent features of a stimulus. They respond differently to the same object depending on orientation and distance, because different features will be apparent. Further along are regions that represent objects in a non-perspectival manner. In vision the inferior temporal visual cortex plays this role. Still further along is a region that represents the reward value of stimuli.

Rolls presents extensive evidence that VMPFC represents reward value across various sensory modalities. In one type of experiment, researchers identified individual VMPFC neurons that respond to the smell of different types of appealing fruit juice. Initially one VMPFC neuron fired whenever the monkey smelled blackcurrant juice, and another whenever the monkey smelled mango juice. After the monkey had been fed a great deal of the blackcurrant juice, the former neuron would no longer fire in response to blackcurrant juice, while the latter still fired in response to smelling mango juice. Rolls’ (p. 104) interpretation is that the first neuron did not fire in response to the presence of blackcurrant juice, it fired in response to the reward value of the juice.
In another paradigm, monkeys can choose to lick a square or a triangle. Initially, licking the square produces a reward in the form of fruit juice squirted into their mouths, and licking the triangle produces a punishing squirt of salt water. In the middle of the experiment the conditions are swapped, with the square producing a punishment and the triangle a reward. There was one neuron in VMPFC that fired in response to the sight of the square before, but not after the switch, and a different neuron that fired in response to the triangle after, but not before the switch. The behavior of the monkey - whether it licks the square or the triangle - is correlated with the firing of those neurons. Again, Rolls (pp. 109-110) interprets this as evidence that these neurons do not represent the identity of a given stimulus, but instead represent its reward value.

Rolls’ argument does not rely entirely on evidence from monkeys. For example, activation in VMPFC is correlated with monetary reward in humans, and VMPFC patients do a bad job of adjusting when a given type of behavior switches from producing a monetary reward to a monetary punishment (Rolls pp. 133-4). His research with monkeys, which gives a finer-grained perspective on the processing of reward, clearly cannot be done with human subjects, but the research involving humans is compatible with theories derived from his research in monkeys.

According to Rolls’ theory of emotions, emotions are defined as states that occur in response to reinforcers. This is similar to the view from the view in Cardinal et al. (2002) that emotions occur in response to perceived value. The VMPFC is a critical region for evaluating whether one is in the presence of a reinforcer, so it is critical on his view for producing emotions. Rolls agrees with Damasio that VMPFC produces bodily changes, and that these bodily changes typically occur during emotional episodes, but he denies that the absence of bodily changes is responsible for the deficits demonstrated by VMPFC patients. Instead, VMPFC damage
compromises ability to perform the task because the VMPFC represents the reinforcement value of objects, and the task requires participants to compare the reinforcement value of cards in the two different decks. Failure to undergo anticipatory bodily changes is correlated with failure to perform the task, but Rolls thinks that is only because both result from failure to correctly represent reinforcement values.

4.3.3 Desire in the VMPFC

Before attempting to adjudicate between these views, it is useful to step back and consider the general issues that this research raises. Bechara et al. (1994) shows us that VMPFC damage has behavioral and bodily effects. Rolls (2005) demonstrates correlations between activity in VMPFC and perceptual and behavioral responses to reinforcers. What does all of this have to do with emotion?

Answering this question requires that we pick up where part 2 left off. I argued that a neural system responsible for a’s desire that p is thereby responsible for p’s being a reinforcer for a. Desire-systems are reinforcement-systems. The converse is more controversial, and unlike Schroeder I do not defend it. However, any brain region which is responsible for p being a reinforcer for a is ipso facto a candidate to be the neural location of a’s desire that p. Reward-systems are candidate desire-systems, pending further evidence. Rolls presents strong evidence that the VMPFC is responsible for reward values, so VMPFC is a candidate to be the neural location of desire.

This argument leaves us with two competing interpretations of the role of VMPFC: 1) it is the location of desire, and 2) it is the location of a different variety of reward processing, with
desires located elsewhere. In favor of the first interpretation, VMPFC is located in the prefrontal cortex, which is prime real estate for higher cognitive functioning. It is adjacent to and connected with the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, which has been tied to executive functioning and working memory (Royall et al. 2002). According to folk-psychological models of decision-making, beliefs and desires operate in conjunction, so we should expect to find desires in a region such as VMPFC which is integrated with the main higher-cognitive areas.

Of course, armchair neuroscience has its limits. We would need more research to locate desires in VMPFC with any confidence. My argument so far is merely meant to establish that this proposal is consistent with all of the evidence, and is at least as strong as alternatives that take the VMPFC to be a specialized emotion-region. In the next stage of the argument I will consider how locating desires in VMPFC would influence the debate over the VMPFC’s role in emotions.

As discussed in part 2, the satisfaction and frustration of desires may be responsible for eliciting different kinds of emotions. Rolls argues that patients with VMPFC damage suffer from failure to adjust their representations of reward in response to changing circumstances. When apparent rewards turn out to be punishers, or vice versa, they do not reliably adjust their behavior. This helps explain the deficits that VMPFC patients suffer. However, if the VMPFC is the neural location of desire, we could take this explanation further: VMPFC patients suffer from a failure to adjust their desires in response to changing circumstances.

I mentioned in passing that Rolls considers emotions to be states that occur in response to reinforcers. This position echoes Schroeder’s and Sinhababu’s accounts of the effects of positive and negative desires. Rolls claims that the delivery of a reward leads to ecstasy, elation, or
pleasure; the omission or termination of a reward leads to rage, anger, frustration, grief or
sadness; the omission or termination of a punishment leads to relief; and the delivery of a reward
leads to apprehension, fear, or terror. There are remarkable parallels between this account, in
which emotions are elicited by reinforcement contingencies, and the views of Schroeder and
Sinhababu, who take emotions to be elicited by desires. For example, Schroeder and Sinhababu
both say that avoiding/escaping the objects of negative desires leads to relief, while Rolls says
that relief results from the omission or termination of a punishment. Similarly, Schroeder and
Sinhababu claim that frustrated positive desires lead to disappointment, which is similar to Rolls’
claim that the omission of a reward can lead to frustration. It is striking that the parallels are so
strong, given that Rolls frames his theory in terms of reinforcement, never mentioning desire.

This converging evidence suggests an interpretation of the role of VMPFC which differs
from what either Damasio and Rolls offer. In healthy individuals, emotions are often elicited by
the apparent satisfaction or frustration of desires, or, as I argued earlier, by the elevated
subjective likelihood of the satisfaction or frustration of desires. In order to cope with
changing circumstances, our desires need to change as well. As our desires change, so will the
conditions that lead to the elicitation of different emotions. The VMPFC is the neural location of
desires, so it is the primary brain region responsible for making these changes and for eliciting
the relevant emotions. As a result, patients with VMPFC damage will struggle to adjust to
changing circumstances, and they will make bad choices. VMPFC damage alters emotions
because VMPFC is the location of processes that elicit emotions.

34 This is distinct from the claim made by Robert Gordon (1987) that emotions just are states
that result from satisfied or frustrated desires. I allow for the possibility that emotions can be
elicited in a manner that does not involve any cognitive or conative states.
This explanation is consistent with the evidence that Damasio and Rolls appeal to, and has the advantage of drawing an explicit connection between reinforcement and emotion. Emotions are often elicited by desires, and desire-processing is a variety of reinforcement processing, so one way that research on reinforcement can help us understand emotions is by explaining the conditions under which they are elicited. Damasio has no theory relating emotions and desires, and Rolls just says that emotions are states that are elicited by reinforcers. This may be true, but this claim does not distinguish between the theory that VMPFC is the location of emotions themselves and my proposal that it is responsible for eliciting emotions. As things stand, we do not have any good reason for actually locating emotions in VMPFC.

### 4.3.4 A Word on the Anterior Cingulate Cortex

This is perhaps the best time to mention the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), which after the amygdala and VMPFC is probably the brain area most often linked to emotions. Etkins et al (2011, p. 85) described the current debate in the following manner,

Some investigators have described evaluative (appraisal) functions of the ACC and mPFC, such as representation of the value of stimuli or actions and the monitoring of somatic states. Others hold that the ACC is primarily a generator of physiological or behavioral responses. Still others have described a regulatory role for these regions, such as in the top-down modulation of limbic and endocrine systems for the purpose of emotion regulation.

To make things yet more complicated, abnormalities in this area have long been associated with mood disorders.35

35 See Drevets et al. (2008).
It is hard to know what to make of these findings. Rolls (2008, pp. 144-5) found that some neurons in the ACC seem to represent the reward values of tastes, and on that basis suggests that we should see all of this data through the lens of reward representation. This does on the face of it seem promising, since individuals with mood disorders seem to respond differently to rewards. Perhaps the ACC, like the VMPFC, houses desire or desire-like reward processing. We should not, after all, expect mental state types to be constituted entirely by activity within one brain region. However, activity in the ACC and VMPFC is not entirely of the same kind, and this difference may not be easily captured in our folk psychological vocabulary.

As with the VMPFC, we cannot determine whether emotions are located within the ACC until we have considered other explanations. The obvious alternative is that the ACC is involved in calculating the reward value of stimuli, though a full analysis is beyond the scope of this chapter.

4.4 The Amygdala

4.4.1 Sources of Bodily Change

Joseph LeDoux (1996) performed some of the most influential research on the role of the amygdala. His method was to selectively lesion parts of the brains of rats with the goal of discovering which areas are necessary for developing fear responses. This process led him to the amygdala, a pair of almond-shaped nubs which are located in the interior of the temporal lobes. Normally rats will enter a state of fear in response to hearing a sound that is associated with a punishment such as an electric shock. Depending on the location of the lesion, this process can
be disrupted in various ways. LeDoux traced the flow of information from auditory centers of the brain to the amygdala, and from the amygdala to brain areas which are responsible for effects such as freezing in place, elevated blood pressure, release of certain hormones, and startling.

Based on this research by LeDoux and others working in the same vein, we now have a fairly fine-grained picture of the roles played by different parts of the amygdala. Two areas of the amygdala are particularly important: the central nucleus (CeA) and the basolateral nucleus (BLA). Providing a full explanation of their roles would require digging deep into the subtleties of conditioning methodology. The short version is that the BLA receives input about a stimulus, and if that stimulus is associated with a reinforcer it sends a signal to the CeA. The CeA, based largely on input from the BLA, sends signals to other brain areas which are responsible for producing different physiological changes. Although discussion of the amygdala has tended to focus on fear, there is evidence that it is not specialized in this way. In fact, a review by Lindquist et al. (2011) found no evidence tying specific emotion-types to different brain areas.

In general, evidence on the role of the amygdala in humans is extensive, though less extensive than our evidence in non-human animals. Bilateral damage to the amygdala in humans interferes with (but does not eliminate) the elicitation of fear, and activity in the amygdala is correlated with various learning processes that lead to the elicitation of fear (Phelps 2006). The amygdala also has an influence on perception and attention, specifically with regard to what are known as emotional stimuli. These are stimuli of the sort that tend to elicit strong emotions. This label is potentially misleading, because processing information about this sort of stimuli does not

36 See Cardinal et al. 2002 for a detailed review.
entail that one is currently in an emotional state, or that this processing is itself directly related to any emotions.

The amygdala has significant similarities to the VMPFC. Bilateral damage to the amygdala reduces performance in the Iowa Gambling Task more severely than damage to the VMPFC (Bechara et al. 1999). Rolls argues that neurons in the amygdala, as in the VMPFC, represents reinforcement values. However, the amygdala is not as effective as the VMPFC at adjusting to changes in reinforcement contingencies, as when a stimulus initially is associated with a reward and then becomes associated with a punishment (Rolls p. 168). The VMPFC seems to play a critical role in inhibiting responses from the amygdala that are no longer appropriate (Cardinal et al. 2002, pp. 338-9).

4.4.2 Contested Priority

As the review above demonstrates, the amygdala has a number of features that lead theorists to associate it with emotions. Most prominently, it is involved in the production of some of the bodily changes that occur during emotional episodes. In this section I will consider how this role bears on the question of whether emotions are located in the amygdala. Since the VMPFC plays a similar role in eliciting bodily changes, much of the discussion below will apply to the VMPFC as well.

One view of fear is that it is an inner state that makes your heart beat faster, your palms sweat, your stomach clench, and your face turn white. I will call this the subsequentist view, since it holds that peripheral changes occur after the emotion. This is compatible with the views of cognitivists in philosophy and appraisal theorists in psychology who take emotions to be a
variety of judgment. We typically undergo peripheral changes during emotional episodes, but these theorists consider them to be consequences of emotions, which are themselves judgments.

For subsequentists, the roles that the amygdala and the VMPFC play in causing bodily changes are evidence for locating emotions in those regions. They still have to decide between the views that (a) emotions are located in one region but not the other, (b) one kind of emotion is located in one region and another kind in the other, or (c) emotions supervene on activity in both regions. Another pair of possibilities is that emotions occur prior to peripheral changes, but (d) they occur prior to activity in the VMPFC and amygdala, or (e) they occur after activity in the VMPFC and amygdala, but still prior to bodily changes. So adopting a subsequentist view would not come close to settling the issue of where emotions are located.

In contrast to subsequentism, perceptual theorists such as Damasio (1994) Prinz (2004) can be classified as prioritists, since on their view the peripheral state occurs before the emotion. If you are a prioritist, evidence that the amygdala or the VMPFC is responsible for eliciting peripheral changes is evidence against locating emotions there. My proposal that the VMPFC is the location of desire is compatible with prioritism. A prioritist might hold that bodily changes are elicited by desires in the VMPFC or by the reinforcement processing in the amygdala, and then identify emotions with perceptions of bodily changes. The insula, which is involved in bodily perception and is active during emotional episodes, would on this view be a likely location for emotions.

A third view on the chronology of emotions is concurrentism, according to which neither emotions nor peripheral states have temporal priority. Lange’s (1922) peripheral view is

See Craig 2009.
concurrentist since it identifies emotions entirely with peripheral states. On this view affective neuroscience is only relevant for identifying the antecedents and effects of emotions.

The inter-systemic view, by contrast, combines elements of subsequentism, prioritism, and concurrentism, since it considers peripheral states to be emotional constituents, along with central states that may cause or be caused by the peripheral states. However, the central constituents on the inter-systemic view differ from those posited by prominent prioritist or subsequentist views. Unlike prioritist perceptual theories, bodily perceptions are not considered to be constituents, and unlike subsequentist cognitivist and appraisal theories, the emotion does not include targeted judgments.

Additionally, I have argued that the central constituents of emotions are intimately related to desires. Sufficient subjective likelihood of a desire’s satisfaction or frustration will elicit emotions, and emotions are responsible for generic impulses, which are alterations in the strength of classes of desires. In the first chapter I proposed two ways of understanding the central constituents: as desires with general content or as states at the functional rather than the representation level of the brain’s organization. Following the former proposal, the central constituents may be distributed in some combination of the VMPFC, amygdala and ACC, since all of those regions are involved in the processing of reward. On the latter proposal we should expect the central constituents to have connections to these areas, since those connections would be required for producing generic impulses, but it is not clear whether the constituents themselves would be located there or elsewhere.

Since I support the inter-systemic view, I interpret affective neuroscience in a manner that follows from that commitment. However, the aim of this section has been to show that
productive analysis of affective neuroscience requires a great deal of nuance, and attention to theoretical commitments. It is one thing to say that an area of the brain is active during emotional episodes, but quite another to say how that activity relates to emotions themselves.

4.5 Conclusion

The arguments in this chapter are not, for the most part, meant to undermine the claims of affective neuroscientists. Instead, they are meant to discourage readers of the affective neuroscience literature from drawing stronger conclusions than it can reasonably support.

I point to one general and two more specific difficulties that arise in developing a theory of the neural location of emotions. The general difficulty is that the neuroscience literature is thick with the language of reinforcement learning, and it is not clear how to translate between this language and the more familiar folk psychological language we use to discuss emotions. Specifically, it is difficult to 1) distinguish emotions from desires and other motivational states, and 2) determine the temporal and causal priority of emotions and peripheral bodily changes. We should be suspicious of anyone who claims to know where emotions are located but has nothing to say about these issues.
Conclusion

During the development of what eventually became the inter-systemic view, a number of themes have come to shape the way I understand emotions. I will conclude by describing these themes, and how they have shaped my thinking.

First, peripheral manipulation alters emotions. The existence of these effects is not exactly controversial, but they are treated by many theorists as marginal phenomena. The general structure of the inter-systemic view was developed, in large part, to unify these bottom-up cases with the top-down cases that are more frequently discussed. Peripheral changes alter our motivations for the same reason that motivational changes alter our bodily periphery: because the systems responsible for motivation, action-preparation and social display need to be integrated. Emotions just are states of integration across these systems.

Second, emotions are distinct from, but intimately related to desires. It is a platitude that emotions motivate, but they are typically compared to mental states with assertoric mental attitude such as judgments and perceptions. The key psychological effect of emotions, in my view, is to alter our desires, and emotions are typically elicited by the prospect of our desires being satisfied or frustrated. Additionally, there is no reason to suppose that emotions play an indispensable role in the motivation of action. The desire to avoid harm is often effective in the absence of fear. With this distinction in mind, I find that much “affective” phenomena is actually due to desires rather than emotions, including the subject matter of much affective neuroscience.
Third, emotional effects are general. In its modest form — that emotions have some
general effects — this view is widely accepted, but it is also treated as a marginal phenomenon. I
treat generality as a core distinctive feature of emotionality. Motivation without generality is
indicative of desire rather than emotion. I have defended a more radical claim, that emotional
effects are entirely general. This view is extremely controversial in philosophical circles, and I
initially defended it in order to defend a view of emotions that I no longer accept, but I have not
encountered any devastating objections. My argument for this view has remained almost entirely
unchanged: that positing targeted emotional effects does not lend any additional explanatory
power.

Finally, emotions are episodic. This may seem too obvious to mention, but this theme
actually brings out the significance of the other three. The effects of peripheral manipulation
suggest that emotions are states of inter-systemic integration. However, our bodily periphery is
not as effective at multi-tasking as our brain, which helps explain why we need to have general
motivational changes. Thinking of emotions as episodic and general helps relate them to desires,
since emotion episodically alter desires in a general manner. Thinking about the episodic nature
of emotions also encourages distinguishing between occurrent and dispositional emotions. That
distinction is essential to my argument for emotions lacking particular intentional objects, since it
is appropriate to characterize dispositional states in intentional terms.

Thinking about emotions as general, episodic states that are intimately related to desires
and subject to peripheral manipulation has lead me to develop the inter-systemic view. In fact,
this way of looking at emotions is still fundamental for me, and I support the inter-systemic view
because it is the only theory I have found that encompasses all of these features.
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